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CHAIR HOKAMA: The Council's Committee on Budget and Finance shall come to order.
This is the 5th day of April, 2016. The Committee will continue its responsibilities in
reviewing the Fiscal Year 2017 Budget as proposed by Mayor Arakawa. This morning
present from the Committee are Members, Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning. Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Aloha. Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Aloha and good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning, Members. Excused are Ms. Balsa, Mr. White, and
Mr. Victorino. Well, Members, we have.. .well take testimony first before we...okay,
that's the vog. Excuse me, Members, we shall take testimony first, whereby anyone
wishing to provide testimony before this Committee regarding the agenda will be given
an opportunity to share up to three minutes with the Committee, their comments. If
there are people who wish to submit written testimony, the Committee will be happy to
receive it in that form also. If you represent an organization, we request that you
share that information with us. And for everyone, including myself, please put your
noise-making devices on silent or off mode. With that, well start with the testimony in
the Chambers. And... sorry, this is a new form? Mr. Ed Misaki, would you please
come forward and share your testimony with us please? And Mr. Misaki has come
from the island of Molokai, so he made an effort to come before you to share
testimony, Members. Mr. Misaki, good morning.

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .
MR. MISAKI: Aloha, Chair Hokama, County Councilmembers, Councilwoman Crivello. I'm
actually here to testify in favor of the DWS budget, but because it was canceled and I
didn't know I wanna provide my testimony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Mr. Chair, if he could use the microphone, please.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Oh, yeah. Mr. Misaki, yeah, please, if you could speak into the
microphone. We are happy to receive your testimony.
MR. MISAKI: I just wanna say I very much support and very much appreciate the leadership
of the County Council when it comes to helping sustain our water supply. You guys
understand that in order to sustain our water supply we have to manage our
watersheds and the funding supplied by DWS is so vital to our management. You
know, we, daily are challenged by invasive species, you know, fire, a whole bunch of
things that threaten our watershed, and the funding that is provided by the County is
very vital to our management. So I wanna just say thank you and you guys are
definitely a leader throughout the State of Hawaii. I think we made a presentation
earlier, later last year and we gave you guys a bunch of presentations so I don't want
to go into detail. I just want to say thank you for helping to protect our water supply
for our future generations. Any questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Misaki. And again, Mr. Misaki, you are more specific
concerned about the Molokai Watershed protection funding?
MR. MISAKI: The East Molokai Watershed Partnership.
CHAIR HOKAMA: East Molokai.
MR. MISAKI: I'm the coordinator of the East Molokai Watershed Partnership and I also work
for the Nature Conservancy of Hawaii.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So stating that, have you been able to also get some State support
for watershed protection?
MR. MISAKI: I'm sorry, I can't...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Did you...are you able to get State financial support also for the mission of
your partnership?
MR. MISAKI: There are basically two government agencies that we rely on heavily for our
funding and that, DWS but by far is our biggest funder, but we also have funds
coming in from the Watershed Protection Program with the State as well as the
Natural Area Partnership Program with the State.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. MISAKI: And then from time to time when we have Capital Improvement Projects. We
just finished our project at Moomomi where we actually had got some U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Grant so we do have support from all three government agencies.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That's...I'm happy to hear that you are aggressive in trying to secure other
funding for your watershed program. Does the Conservancy own any lands within the
East Molokai Watershed Partnership?
MR. MISAKI: We own in fee, two parcels, one is Moomomi Preserve, the other one is an
undivided parcel in Pelekunu and then the Kamakou Preserve we actually have a
conservation easement, a perpetual conservation easement. It's actually the first
conservation easement ever established in Hawaii, the Kamakou Preserve.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Has the Conservancy because of its...I would hope its tax status been able
to leverage the County's funding for...
MR. MISAKI: The County funding is so key in leveraging all kinds of funding especially
because, you know, the County funding comes directly from the Maui County. So
especially like with Federal funds, a lot of times you can't use, you know, there's a lot
of pass through Federal monies that go to State and County agencies, but with the
County it's not that way and so, with the DWS funding so we can use it to match
especially Federal funds if we need 'em.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And what is your general ratio of our dollars? What do you leverage our
one dollar for?
MR. MISAKI: I think the County, the DWS funds account for about 25 percent of our entire
budget, about a 1/4 for every dollar we spend with, every dollar, County dollar we spend
we leverage, you know, 3 other dollars. So it helps us leverage a lot of money, yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. Good job. Very good job.
MR. MISAKI: And, you know, because of the funding we're able to do a really good job so,
you know, we've been able to establish a really good track record. And as you know,
people like to fund people who are gonna get the job done.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, I...you definitely have a track record on getting things done,
Mr. Misaki. So how many employees does the Conservancy or the Molokai Watershed
Program be able to employ?
MR. MISAKI: We currently have 41/2 employees, 4.5 FTEs, but we do a lot of contract work
and so we have 2 different contract entities that employ a total of about 9 people, so...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Nine Molokai residents?
MR. MISAKI: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Good. Thank you for doing a good job.
MR. MISAKI: Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We appreciate your efforts. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Ed. Thank you for coming before us but most of
all, you know, I join Mr. Hokama and I stand proudly to say that your work is greatly,
greatly appreciated on our island and I think as well as Statewide. You know, you
come with so much knowledge and even your efforts to leverage dollars that comes
into the conservation and the preservation of our aina. So, you know, mahalo.
MR. MISAKI: Thank you so much. You guys wanna know a bit of history? I have a bit of
history for you guys. I first met Council Chair Riki Hokama on Lanai before we went
to the '69 jamboree.
CHAIR HOKAMA: It's been a long time there, Ed.
MR. MISAKI: It's been a long time. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: About 50 years. Yeah, and he was a doer then and he's a doer now so he
hasn't changed. Members, I'm going ask our District Offices if anyone would like to
share testimony with this Committee this morning. I will go to our East Maui Office
and ask Ms. Lono, anyone wishing to provide testimony?
MS. LONO: Good rimming, Chair. This is Dawn Lono at the Hana Office and there is no one
waiting to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Lanai, Ms. Fernandez, anyone wishing to provide testimony?
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai and there is no
one waiting to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. And we'll go to Molokai and ask Ms. Alcon, anyone wishing to
provide testimony please?
MS. ALCON: Good morning, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai and there is no one here
waiting to testify.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, ladies, for your assistance to the Committee. Is
there anyone else like, wanting to provide testimony? Having none, Members, with no
objections, we shall close public testimony for today's meeting.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. So ordered.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. . .
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ITEM 1:

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 2017 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY
OF MAUI (CC 16-29)

CHAIR HOKAMA: We have, this morning, the second half of Parks and Recreation
Department's review. We basically completed the first part and as we are observing,
Members, they have adjusted their structure whereby they are now in basically two
program areas. We did the first one which was basically Parks Program, and then this
morning we're gonna focus on Recreation and Support Services component which
includes the Golf Program as well as the Ocean Safety Program and everything else
that wasn't covered under Parks Program. So well ask Mr. Baz as our Budget Director
if he has any comments he would like to share at this time.
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. No, I just appreciate the review of Department of Parks
and Recreation and helping to understand their reorganization. I apologize our budget
documents the way that they're structured makes it a little more difficult to try to
balance out, you know, what's coming from which program and what's going into
which program and then what the end product is, but the Department is here to help
clarify that and we are starting on Page 479 on Recreation and Support Services
Program this morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Baz. Director, either you or the Deputy can give us
opening comments for your Recreation and Support Division.
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair, and good morning, Members. Just a brief overview for the
Recreation and Support Services section, so this is a combination of what has
previously always been our Recreation and Support Services which includes all of the
districts support sections. We're looking at including Aquatics, the pools with the
Ocean Safety transfer to Maui Fire Department including pools into the Recreation
and Support Services Program as well as including the PALS in the Recreation and
Support Services Program. You'll see in here an additional .5 E/P for a half-time
Office Operations Assistant in West Maui that we'd like to make into a full-time so it's
a .5 E/P expansion request. And then you 11 also, this is where you 11 see a lot of the
consolidation, so our athletic supplies, traffic signs, cellular telephones, telephones,
airfare and transportation, mileage, per diem, recreation programs, and meal
allowances. Those sub-object codes listed within each of the different index codes
you'll see a lot of movement in these areas being reflected so that they're being
managed by 1 or 2 people as opposed to in 12 different locations within the
Department's budget. And the other more significant item in here is our qualified
rehab maintenance that we touched on a little bit last night as well as some
equipment requests as well. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Deputy Savage. Members, any questions at this time?
Mr. Guzman, any questions at this time regarding Recreation Support?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Let's see, are we going through the Details, Chair, or just...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: You can bring up questions in the Details or the beginning part of this
section in the perfoi mance is their goals and objectives measurements, so if you...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, you know what, Ill just, Ill yield right now -CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --`cause my questions are in the Details.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That'll be fine, Mr. Guzman. Ms. Crivello, any questions at this
time?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Ill wait 'di later. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Not at this time
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll, sir, any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: No questions, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: On Page 480 of your Performance Budget, Department, couple of things I
wanted to ask 'cause I think this is good stuff. On goal 1.2, the number of
Learn-to-Swim participants, I would say going from 2,000 to 10,000 is successful. Of
course, it gives you some logistical challenges definitely, but can you tell us what is
driving this type of participation, which is great for our facilities? But, you know, I
mean, is this just the in sport at this time like tennis was a couple of decades ago,
then golf was a decade ago, so is swimming now the in sport where everybody, I guess,
what everybody wants to do?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, good morning, Chair, -CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --Councilmembers. You know, kind of going into that Learn-to-Swim
Program coming into the Department, in the past it was taken upon the swim clubs to
kind of spearhead those learn-to-swim programs and it was a transition to kind of get
them into a program for the club, in a sense, it was kind of opening the door for those
athletes. What we've done recently and especially for West Maui and everything else is
some of the clubs were kind of not participating in the Learn-to-Swim Program, and
what we did was take it, in a sense, taking back the ownership of those swim clubs
from our own lifeguards at the pool and having them do the participant and actually
doing learn-to-swim programs throughout the year instead of just a seasonal aspect
like some of the clubs were doing is having our lifeguards at the pools actually doing
the swim lessons. So that defmitely opened the doors for everyone who may have not
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the money to participate in some of our learn-to-swim programs from swim clubs, this
was a free program that the County is offering now.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well, you know, I remember a time when everybody wanted us to
build tennis courts 'cause that was the sport at that point in time, and then I know
swimming has taking into a greater interest and I'm glad you brought up the clubs
because the clubs, I...that was my understanding too, they were driving the
instructional at the County pools. Another area, which is just the next one, that I
wanted to ask for your comments please, do we, do you have a sense of how many
personnel you have within your program area, your division area, don't maintain their
certifications? And can you tell us first, is the certification a requirement of the
position?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: So for, especially for Aquatics, all lifeguards need to be certified. So it
is 100 percent certification for Aquatics, and then we have a number of certified, on
their own being certified within our Recreation Department with some of our
supervisor-level positions choose to take that class upon themselves. But everyone
within the Aquatics Division is 100 percent certified. There are some numbers
justified just because of our vacancies so they may not show that it is 100, but they
need to be certified to be a lifeguard.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Is someone assigned in your division to ensure certification is
maintained and updated or that is the responsibility of the individual?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, it's...we do have our chiefs and our supervisors within the
Department that keep track of their yearly certification and a lot of them know as well
when they're expiring, but we do offer the classes. We have good certifications, some
of our Ocean Safety and our chief they are certified to teach the class as well. So we
do a lot of certifications in house.
CHAIR HOKAMA: How often is recertification needed for your employees, Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, I believe it's either yearly or every other year but I...if you would
like a definite answer I can get back to you on that one, but it's within a year or every
other year basis.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And is there a cost for the recertification? And if there is, who bears the
cost, the Department or the individual?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, again, in County communication we provided there may be a
fee for the Red Cross, the aspect of it. If it is required by us, which is it, we would
cover the cost because of the requirement for the certification, kinda same like the
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CDL process with some of our drivers, the County does cover that cost as well for the
CDL classes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. No I...if you are following standard operating procedures, I
mean, that's fine. We just wanted to know. My last question in this area of your goals
and objectives and I like it myself is on 481, goal 2, 1, the middle component, number
of new youth sports programs created and implemented. That tells me you folks are
being innovative, you folks are responding to a changing environment of what our
youth is interested in. So can you tell us this morning what type of programs have
you folks been able to be innovative with? Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, I'll kind of do the first part of that and then will pass it on to
Deputy Director as well. But again it's just taking back ownership of some of these
programs that were currently being run through community or through vendors so
called that, you know, were doing these leagues or programs. You know, some of
these programs vary from district to district but bringing something like volleyball
back to West Maui, East Maui, you know, for youth programs. Another sport that
wasn't really looked upon but is getting really big is futsal, so allowing futsal, you
know, we're still watching what gyms they go into but right now we're allowing futsal
to War Memorial Gym. It's a sport that's taking off as well for the youth sports. So
things like that that we're currently progressing on and seeing what is available and
what's kind of being done from the outside community and how can we bring that
back with our recreation planners and getting them more interactive with the
community from all districts. And Ms. Savage has some other information as well.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Savage?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So couple of the other examples of programs, there's an
archery program that our East District kind of took over and started implementing
and running again and they were also able to incorporate that into the PALS summer
sessions. We've had a kickball program that's really taken off in South Maui, and
then there's been some leagues that have been initiated because of that in more of the
Central area. Pickleball is also one of the fastest growing sports on the Continental
U.S. and so that's something over here that there's been a lot of inquiries about more
recently is playing pickleball, and it's a little bit of a newer sport out here in Maui
County. And then in addition to that we've been exploring the disc golf a little bit
further as well as the potential of soccer golf.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Soccer golf. Interesting. One suggestion, I would, under this goal and
objectives, I would recommend that you strike the word youth from that measurement.
And I just bring up Lanai, our community, and you folks are aware of it, they're into
badminton and this is more for the adults and our, some are seniors but not everyone,
you know, it has a varied age group of participants on Lanai. And so I would just say
if you might just want to mention new programs, sports programs created, and not
break it down for the youth separated from adult type, because for me, it would just
be a community thing, doesn't matter what age bracket or anything. The young can
play the badminton if they choose on Lanai. What is it, pickle golf?
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No, pickleball.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Pickleball, sorry, pickle golf, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It's like a form of badminton, with a Wiffle ball.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So that would be my only suggestion is make it a little bit broader on that
measurement. Mr. Guzman, questions? You can bring up specifics, details,
salary/wages.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yes. Thank you, Chair. I'm gonna refer to 12-95 of the
Details.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Again that's 12-95. I'm looking at the bottom of the page on
security services, the 340,487 increased funding for security services for new parks.
Now I brought this up forward because in the previous department that was before
yours which was the, I believe, the Managing Director's Office. They had a fund there
or appropriation, requested appropriation for security service for specific parks. And
so I was told or at least I heard that they were in charge of that type of security. So
I'm inquiring why it's not in here, the monies that is appropriated to the Managing
Director's Office and you have a line item here specifically for security services as well.
So there's kind of a redundancy there going on.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, Councilmember Guzman, so this security service it's a little
misleading with the words security services but those are actually our guys that close
the gates at night. So that's our night security that will go around for every park, I
know it does say here increased funding for security services for new parks but that is
for the entire parks for Maui County. So we do have those that go around and close
gates after the park hours are closed. So that's what this particular line item is.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: There's no equipment attached to this?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: No. These are contractual services -COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --that are done, and kind of bringing that up with the discussion of
security services, you know, we're looking at it, again looking at being prudent with
the financial spending is, you know, potentially looking at it with, you know, a price
tag of $400,000 roughly with the contractuals that we do, you know, if this body
would even look at the possibility looking at adding, taking that away, and we could
actually use park rangers for that service if we were to add on say possibly 3 or 4 more
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E/Ps in the future, that's something that we want to do. I did the numbers and
calculation, even with the fringe benefits, with the salaries currently being made by
our park rangers even if I doubled their salary to cover fringe benefits, which is more
than what it would be, we're still saving over S 150,000 a year.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: By going with the service.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: By going with it, and we get eight hours...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: No, no, no. By going with three to four employees as park rangers
getting eight hours of service compared to five minutes at a park, closing the gate, and
moving on. They're called security service contracts but there is no security being
done. So that's something to entertain in the future if you want to, you know, take a
look at that as well. I do have the numbers that I can send up through
correspondence if you guys wish to see that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you addressing this in a strategic manner that you would come back
to us with a more detailed proposal?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, yes, I mean, I was kind of, looked through the numbers during
the budget and I kinda missed the boat in a sense of presenting that prior to Mr. Baz
laying out the budget. But as I did the numbers and I looked at when I was going to
the contracts to parks and I noticed the amount of money being spent for this
contractual service on security service for gates. I did some numbers and just with
manpower adding positions and, you know, I know there's always a conscious of what
the fringe benefits are and everything else but looking at the true number cost, you
know, there's money to be saved and I think it'll cover everything and then some. The
first year would probably be a possible wash because I believe we have 3 or 4 new
bodies, we have to have 3 or 4 new vehicles but every year from there on out you're
saving about S150,000 every year from that point on. And it gives us the eight-hour
day with park rangers enforcement, you know, with parking, overnight parking and
things so it gives us a more of a broader scope of work for eight hours instead of
someone hopping in their car and starting at Makena, ending up at Maalaea and just
locking the gate or not even locking it because they don't wanna deal with the, you
know, some of the atmosphere that are at parks at night sometimes. So, I mean,
those are things that I'd be more than happy to draft up here and send up to Council
so you can take a look at it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well thank you for sharing those comments in response to
Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I have one more question and it...I kinda touched on it last
night about the leasing of equipment versus the purchases of equipment. And so I
want to refer to 12-111 and it's still under the category of Recreation and Support
Services Program. You have on 12-111, under Central Maui, the slope cutter mower
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at 94,000. I recall that Mr. Hokama indicated you have a use life of 20 years so that
might be appropriate to purchase as opposed to the $100,000 mower that we had last,
that we reviewed last night which had a life expectancy of 5 years. So I can
understand that request but on the bottom here, under West Maui parks equipment,
you have a 4000D mower for 80,000 and life expectancy use is not available, N/A. So
what's, how do we deteiiiiine whether that would be a, you know, a viable unit or
equipment, viable equipment to recommend leasing versus purchasing if we don't
know the life use of it?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. That anticipated life should be 5 to 7 years and I don't, I'm
not sure why we didn't catch that not getting put in there but 5 to 7 years is typically
the lifespan for the 4000D mowers. And just in comment in general with the license
and lease versus the purchasing of equipment, we can include this in the information
that was requested last night for us to do a little bit of a further breakdown between
the mowers that we would be looking to purchase versus do the license and provide a
little bit more information to this body.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So if you could, you know, give us a rough estimate as
to how much more we would be appropriating into the leasing fund to cover this
$80,000 mower with the life expectancy of 5 to 7 years. So that would be good.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, thank you for pointing that out, Mr. Guzman, 'cause we should get a
good handle on our position on leasing versus purchase depending upon again type of
equipment, lifespan cycles, funding options at that specific point in time, so I
appreciate your questions and comments. On the earlier question regarding the park
rangers versus third-party security, so, Mr. Ueoka, my understanding to the Code yet
there is still not allowed in the County of Maui overnight parking on any County street
or road, is that a good understanding of the Code?
MR. UEOKA: Yes. I believe there's a prohibited time period in the, for the County roads.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So enforcement is not, wouldn't be an issue for those, for the
various departments that are authorized so that's Parks, Fire, Police to issue those
citations regarding those illegal parking and whatnot on County roadways?
MR. UEOKA: I believe for Police it's not a problem. I'm not a 100 percent sure on Fire and
I'm not sure what the latest revisions to Title 8 or Title 13, but prior the park ranger or
park security officer citations were limited to only County Parks' properties.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Send Corp. Counsel a letter for confirmation on the parameters of
the Department's ability to cite and provide violation citations. Because that's one
thing we gotta address and we got bad people who don't know how to park and where
to park in this County and we have laws that address it. Ms. Crivello, questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. Kind of, maybe clarification on Detail
12-109, the 6022, gasoline, diesel, oil. So it's made note that additional funding due
to a 50 percent increase in muriatic acid contract used to lower the alkalinity of the
water. Is that something that would be under the fuel description or maybe you can
explain that what it is? I don't know what you would use it for. Or should that go
under chemical and other supplies?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, Member Crivello, I think for that one, I mean, we'd have to get
back to you on that one coming from Aquatics as far as what that aspect is.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. All right. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that question because we should get it clear before
they start expensing to the subaccounts. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. First of all, I guess, people were asking
what pickleball is. It's a game played with a Wiffle ball about that big and a solid
paddle a little bit bigger than a racquet ball paddle on a court slightly smaller than a
tennis court but the tennis net is about the same height and similar to tennis rules.
Kind of a, can be a fast action sport.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So it has nothing to do with pickles?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No it doesn't. I don't know why it's called pickleball. It was
originated supposedly in the Pacific Northwest.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Do you have a question on the budget?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yes, I do. You talked about the security services and how
adding, what, three more bodies plus doubling or increasing the salaries would still
come in under, 150,000 under or was it an either/or kind of situation?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch, we're gonna ask them to send the communication explaining
that analysis.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, okay. 'Cause was that something that we might be able to
incorporate into this budget or is that a budget amendment maybe after if we like it, I
guess that's...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Again depending upon where we are in the process -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --we will submit the request to the Department, allow them to respond
accurately to this Committee and then well take that information as part of our
adjustments to what we're gonna present to Council for final adoption.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. 'Cause that's, it sounds intriguing if the numbers
actually work out that way. That might be something worth supporting. And then, I
guess, for Mr. Baz's information if he can tell us. They're looking like, it's looking like
they're gonna lump everything under two index codes essentially, materials and
supplies and services at least that's the way it looked in the presentation that they
sent us or are we still gonna have that all broken out ultimately?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair and Member Couch, so the index codes are just identifying
budgetary units.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
MR. BAZ: The sub-object codes are the ones that say whether or not they're services or
materials and those sub-object code levels will remain there.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. BAZ: The object code levels that you see in the Budget document in the summary
sections there are what's called an object level so it's a compilation of those
sub-objects.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
MR. BAZ: So yeah, we
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So we're not gonna see just a big lump sum of materials and
supplies or is that broken out...will that be broken out? This is for next budget.
MR. BAZ: The sub-object code levels are available in our IFAS system and will be populated.
To be honest with you, I prefer that we don't look down to that detailed level -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
MR. BAZ: --because if it's services, it's services, if it's materials, it's materials but that's the
choice of the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So and I'm assuming that that S340,487 is incorporated
in on Page 488 of the proposal under 915152B-6112. Is that where that's gonna get
thrown in, the 500,000? It's further down. There you go. Is that where that
340,487 is part of that? Kind of looks like the same numbers.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Third line from the bottom, Mr. Baz. Oh, you got it, you got it.
MR. BAZ: I'm trying to find it in the Budget Details.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Page 12-95, last one.
MR. BAZ: Comparison here. No, 915116B-6146 is specifically that 340,487. The 915152 is
the qualified rehabilitation maintenance contract so that was the $500,000 for Ka
Lima that was mentioned by Director.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Gotcha, okay. So where would I find that 340,000 in this new
list of changes, expansion requests, et cetera? I couldn't find it anywhere.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You gotta look for the 36,000 which is on one line above the 500,000.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: But where's the 340,000?
MR. BAZ: So that...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Twelve ninety-five. The 340 is 304 continuing request plus 36,000
expansion so they get the 360,487.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Oh, so we look for the 36,000.
MR. BAZ: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, gotcha.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: The line above security...okay.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. In the expansion section of the proposed budget, there is just like Mr. Chair
mentioned -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
MR. BAZ: --just the expansion -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
MR. BAZ: --portion of it.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. All right. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Yeah, I was trying to figure all that too and running
around in circles. So I guess I'll leave off from last night and it was on Page 488 at the
top, and I don't think...`cause all the security and their, the cost is to open things on
weekends or lock gates or open gates and that second line from the top for premium
pay was the Hana social hall restrooms that need to be opened on weekends. So that
is just our County Park people and not like outside contractual type service, the
6,000, and then I don't know where to reference it in the Details. So like what is the
overall all cost but we're adding $6,000 more to wherever that is?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So on the second line, 915256, this is actually in Lanai, so
this S6,000 for park caretakers to open social hall restrooms to the public on
weekends. And this was something that was starting to be initiated because it's the
only public restroom in that area that's a part of, it's connected to the social hall there,
and so we open that on the weekends so that that's open for public use.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And so in Hana that doesn't pertain being the only restroom
at Helene Hall? 'Cause last I visited the community said they had to rent their own
Porta Potties when they wanted to utilize our pavilions and have barbeques with the
family there.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: So the Helene Hall restrooms are open. When we do the permitting
for larger parties, that is part of the requirements is bringing in extra Porta Potties for
the usage that is gonna happen because during the day especially we still get as is a
big concern for our Hana residents, the tours, and everybody else still coming in using
the facility on top of the local use if there is a party or a function going on. So that is
part of the permitting process. It is also some of the events here we do on Maui, part
of them is bringing in at a certain point, certain number of people we've asked them to
bring in Porta Potties as well to accommodate the overflow.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. So it's not that Helene Hall is not open at the same
time?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: No, unless it's under some kind of construction or there was a
misuse...it is open, yes. Helene Hall is still open -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --and available, yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. I guess I read that wrong. I thought it was locked
and the people had to, in order to have a restroom would have to go rent.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: No, Chair. But at that time, Ms. Cochran, I think there was some
kind of construction at that point but for the most part there's nothing as far as status
quo, daily, the bathroom is open for use. It's just bringing in extra Porta Potties for
larger events.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you for that clarification. And then heading
down to the next line, overtime due to Upcountry filtration not functioning properly
and then having, I guess, someone have to go manually do adjustments on weekends.
Is this an ongoing issue that something's not functioning properly? And now we gotta
pay extra to have...I don't know...how is this working? What is this about?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, Member Cochran, that is for our Pukalani Pool. Our pump
mechanics that we currently have on-staff are Monday through Friday. That pool
from, you know, I wanna say from the start we've had issues with that pumping
system, so we are in the process of, you know, of course fixing the problem and not
always sending out overtime pay. But currently right now that is right now what we've
been doing is getting them out there for that filtration system just to get the fix. You
know, it was one of those things where we're still trying to find the problem. We think
we fixed it at one point and then again it breaks a few weeks, months later and having
that system go down we're still trying to figure out if it's worth replacing the entire
system and if it is it would definitely be a CIP project. It would be a large dollar value
on that one.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And so this has been ongoing you said since it's been
built? So we've been paying this kind of premium pay ever since then? 'Cause it...I
refer to the next line down also and my question was going to be last night is that
redundant 'cause it's for the exact same thing but it's for S50,000. So collectively it's
60,000 we're paying for that one pool or is that also Pukalani Pool, the line item
below? 'Cause it says, yeah, Upcountry and so I'm assuming it's the same place, same
issue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, Member Cochran, I would have to get back to you on that one
and really fmd out if it's supposed to be a combined. I see exactly what you're saying
that S60,000.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Yeah, so...
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The description is exactly the same so I'm thinking what.
One's 10, one's 50, are they not for the same thing? I don't know.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: And also find out some more infoimation as far as how long it's been
happening and if that is the issue why haven't we fixed it yet so.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. I mean collective...
CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll send a written request, Director, so that it's clear the type of
info miation the Committee -MR. BUENCONSEJO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: -- would like to have you respond to so -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --work with the Staff, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We are happy to forward those questions you have, and we'll ask when
was this originally appropriated, when did they do the actual implementation, when
did this issue start, 'cause I would have thought the warranty would have covered it
on the initial stages. The other thing is that we would ask you is if you have flexibility
in scheduling the two employees to reduce your further need of premium pay, that
would be appreciated. Again you deal with the contracts more specifically, Director, so
you would know better what is the contractual requirements of us as an employer.
But if you have ability to adjust work week and have one of your employees work
Tuesday through Sunday maybe that is another way to approach your need for daily
adjustments on a system that seems to have had problems from day one. So let's go
find out the name of the manufacturer, why did we buy this thing that is creating a
headache for the Department on a daily basis, and also what would be an estimated
budget request to replace it because this is not gonna keep flying every year for 60,000
premium pay for one pool.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Well thank you very much, Chair, for the opportunity
to delve more into this. And then lastly, for this round, item, let's see, under materials
and supplies, this is in relation to Ms. Crivello touched upon it, 915714B-6022, under
gasoline, diesel, and oil, and it says additional funding due to 50 percent increase in
muriatic acid contract used to lower alkalinity of the water. And so is that our County
potable water that has this high alkaline, alkalinity in it and what, if so, what's going
on there?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
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MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, this is all for pools as far as that alkalinity line. Again well get
more infolination on that but it has nothing to do with the potable water. It's strictly
for our pools and bringing those levels down.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. But, I mean, initially you're gonna start with tap
water in your pool, then you're adding chemicals to treat it and something's being
thrown off in, you know, that's how...I don't know, I'm not a pool guy but kind of
reading it that we're using more of this acid to offset something, the alkalinity in the
water. So I'm just wondering is it something on the Department of Water Supply's
behalf that has changed within the water system that thereby now we need to add
more of this acid to balance it or whatever. I don't know. I just thought...you know
what I'm trying to get at, Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, I do.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And, you know, $26,000, I don't see the total but this
is an expansion of S26,000 more so, I mean, that stuff adds up.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes. And if...and by tonight or tomorrow morning well have a sense of
where the State Legislature wants to go with our revenues that we believe we deserve,
so.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Pending their decision will impact greatly what I will be recommending to
all of you on how to approach the remaining process of the budget. Mr. Carroll,
questions, sir, regarding Recreation and Support Division? Okay. Mr. Guzman,
additional questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair. I don't necessarily have a question but a
comment or rather as possible suggestion on 12-111, the 72,000 in Central Maui
parks equipment for scoreboards and the following page for Molokai, 36,000 for
scoreboards. Which I truly thank the Department for thinking about replacing these
scoreboards 'cause they're really in bad shape. I was thinking about you know how
scoreboards or at least in the Department of Transportation they're now allowing
advertising within the bus itself, this might be another venue to try to think about
renting advertising space on scoreboards because as a parent, myself, and two boys
playing baseball, I look at that scoreboard all the time. And so and you see on the
mainland they have a lot of advertisements on the scoreboards and I'm sure each little
space on there someone's paying a pretty good penny to put their logo on there. So if
there's a possibility of when you purchase these scoreboards look into some of those
mainland scoreboards that have spaces that have the advertisements that you could
attach to or, you know, I don't know, produce or something like that. I know that they
have those mainland scoreboards that they have those advertisement sections in there
so that could be a possibility. So that's just my comment. Thanks, Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: I think you struck a very positive chord, Mr. Guzman. My thing is we
should just put an RFP and offer vendors opportunity to buy the scoreboard on behalf
of the County and in return the County will allow them to place their entity's name on
the board and say it's sponsored by Guzman and Associates or Couch and Victorino
Partnerships, whatever it be but that is part of what I anticipate coming from the new
revisions in the Code that you worked hard on, Mr. Guzman. So for me, I am gonna
be asking the Department and our two directors here that as part of their game plan
for the future budgets to crank in already additional revenues that they gonna get
from various components of the revised Code. Pouring rights for me it's worth almost
seven digits, scoreboard, concession sponsorships in the six figures. So when they
come forward for additional park rangers, they want to come in for additional
improvements, I'll be a lot more happier knowing they have a revenue stream that can
address the expenses and that is one thing that an enterprise department has an
advantage over the others is the ability to generate revenue, so. I know this is a, you
know, transitioning period for the Department with us, but I would say it's exciting
enough that I would ask you to give priority to those revenue generators. But thank
you for that comment, Mr. Guzman. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No, nothing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And along those same lines, I know in
North Carolina when we went to NACo we were given tours of some parks in South
Carolina and one of the things that was pointed out is that individual fields had
names. The fields were named after a particular group or corporation that donated to
either build the field or maintain the field. That can also be...it's kind of in
competition with naming some of our ball fields, our baseball fields over at War
Memorial after respected figures but there are other places that can be done and in
new places, especially in the new park potentially, all kinds of ways to do that so not
only pouring rights but potentially naming rights too.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Or, I tell you, you know, one thing that we could ask a entity, nonprofit, I
always thought that, you know, we have so many people who have contributed to this
community again we have limited fields, limited gyms, but doesn't mean at one of our
flag ships, whether it be War Memorial site or at the new regional site that we don't do
a hall of fame component whereby we can recognize lots of people in different areas of
excellence and honor all our residents who have contributed to the betteiment of this
County and not be limited. And again if we name this field there's no more fields so
what happens -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right, right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --to the next person that has potential deserving recognition.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: It puts us in a hard position 'cause we don't want to deny recognition of
those that deserve it so -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --my thing has always been, let's do a County of Maui, Countywide hall of
fame.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: There you go.
CHAIR HOKAMA: There's people on Lanai, people on Molokai, in Hana, they deserve to be
recognized for their contributions and I would love to have that opportunity to
recognize them.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I may have, be able to save the
Department some time and us some paper, that whole premium pay additional
funding for overtime due to Upcountry filtration system on 488. The top one for
$10,000, that's what it is. The bottom one, if you look up that number on Page 12-80
on the Details, it says the reason for the expansion for the S50,000 is additional
funding based on actuals for employees to work on holidays, so that might be just a
typo in the Parks and Recreation. That way they don't have to do the research and get
the response, and less paper in our folders.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department, any comments at this time you wish to share?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair? I'll make comment.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, it looks like that in the proposed Budget we may have copied and pasted too
many times, so but thank you for finding that and clarifying that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anything else, Mr. Couch, at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, it's really hard to find where you,
this relates into the Budget Details. It's kind of frustrating right now. But going to
Page 489 at the top under utilities, just wanting explanation in, I guess, all four of
those points in regards to electricity and water delivery charges. First one for
example, restoration of an inflationary decrease to compensate for Central Maui
Regional Park, Kehalani Makai, and, I guess, that, the term restoration of inflationary
decrease.
MR. BAZ: I'll take that one again, Mr. Chair.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Means what?
CHAIR HOKAMA: It's an interesting -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sounds really oxymoronic-ish.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --two words, inflationary decrease.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So well let Mr. Baz give us some comment.
MR. BAZ: As you know we have inflationary factors that we apply to water, wastewater, fuel,
and electricity and those inflationary factors are based on an average of the prior two
years' actual expenditures. So if we took Fiscal Year '14 and Fiscal Year '15's actual
expenditures and applied inflationary factor to those, so then based on that we set an
amount that we're proposing for the Fiscal Year '17 Budget. It may be that the
proposed budget is less than the current Fiscal Year '16's Budget. And so that's why
it's an inflationary decrease, right, because based on the inflationary factors there was
a decrease in the proposed budgets, yeah, not in actual expenditures but in the
proposed budgets itself. And then that was offset by a request by the Department to
add funding here for water service delivery charges for new parks coming on line, the
Kehalani Makai Park and the Maui Lani Park. So those are...so the water service
delivery charges if there was no additional parks would have had a decrease in their
actual budget for Fiscal '16 to '17 but because the Department identified that they're
expanding the service areas by these new parks being dedicated to the County and
now having to take over the water service delivery charges for those, they asked for
increased budget and expansion portion for those additional cost so that's how you get
to the net of S8,000 increase from the '16 to '17 Proposed Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. I think there could be a better term but anyways I
guess you understand. And then the very last one though is interesting how it's
stating that parks, this is Waipuilani over in Kihei not paying for potable but soon will
be needing to pay for the R-1 water distribution. And so is that just for FYI or is that
heads-up, yeah, this is the cost now for potable but once R-1 comes online we will be
forced to tie in and thereby pay appropriately? Where are you guys on the wall, 489?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. Department?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, so currently with that one if you folks are familiar with that
area that particular, if you've been there it's probably the nicest grass that the Parks
Department currently has when it comes to seashore and the manicuring of it. What's
been currently being done was the condos were the ones that were somewhat
stewarding that grounds and now with the changeover with the R-1, the irrigation will
be now put into our Department right behind those condos which will run to the
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tennis courts and then we'll be taking over the actual water. But currently the condos
and the associations has been stewarding that area.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. So that means that 48,000 you're asking is to offset
what you will be, soon be paying for as in the R-1?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, yes, that will be our -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --cost coming in and then we're still working with the condos with
getting those lines up and running as well.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, questions, sir? Thank you. Couple of broad
general questions in this program area please, Department. On 12-80, you're asking
us for close to half a million dollars in premium pay including a one-time lump
payment for Bargaining Unit 3 and 4. And out of this half a million, 125,000 for pool
salaries to include additional monies for employees to work holidays. So this 125, that
is only for holiday work and they're not considered regular OT by contract? I thought
we would have negotiated this better. If you cannot respond now, we'll send you the
request, Mr. Director.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, to our understanding -CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --that is based on the contract and the increase was based on the
bargaining units with their increases so those are actuals. And Mr. Baz may have
more.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. So the total increase isn't just based on the collective bargaining, it's, the
increase is based on the actual expenditures of the division in that section based on
required holiday and other weekend pay structure that the collective bargaining
agreement requires.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So are they treated differently from like our employees in Solid Waste
when they do refuse pick-up on holidays? We treat them the same way or?
MR. BAZ: Well they're different...
CHAIR HOKAMA: I know they're different unions -MR. BAZ: Yeah, so...
CHAIR HOKAMA: --but are we treating them basically the same by contracts or we are -- 23
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MR. BAZ: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --creating different classes of how we treat overtime and holiday pay?
MR. BAZ: Well we have to follow the collective bargaining agreements for each one of the
units, and so in there it would define the pay that they get for work performed on
holidays designated. So yes we are having to pay them an additional rate for working
on a holiday or weekend or night differential, different things like that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are they...would you know, Mr. Baz, and again it's a question, would you
know if the negotiators are given all of this financial analysis and projections of impact
on the employers regarding cost for this type of requirements?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, Mr. Chair, when the Department of Human Resource Development prepares
their package they do include the additional costs including overtime and required pay
based on holidays, standby, different things like that as part of the initial package.
I'm not sure of the details of during the negotiations how quickly that's either resolved
or put to the side but those are given in the initial packages.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well I know you have a keen eye to watch our expenses, Mr. Baz,
so I appreciate it. Again, general comments and this is basically under operations,
Department, so in general in three areas I wanna give you broad questions. From
Page 12-83 to 12-107, you are asking us for the various districts approximately
250,000 for janitorial supplies. So can you tell me is there a management plan on
your part to see how we can get better efficiencies and potentially curb expense growth
in this area?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Savage?
MS. SAVAGE: So part of the proposed changes that we're making with how our budget is
being managed and structured, by removing a lot of the items from the districts
purchasing and having those being controlled by one or two oversights in our parks
will with that decrease and kind of transfer of certain responsibilities it'll allow for the
recreation and the districts to focus in more on those types of remaining expenses that
exist as their responsibility. And with that we hope to, yes, come up with a more
streamlined program to make sure that we are being as efficient as we possibly can
with those different janitorial supplies and types of items that are being purchased. A
lot of times there's just the natural tendency when we're even within the same division
and same sections when we're physically separated to have a lot of autonomy and we
want to make sure that there is a certain level of autonomy for the supervisors but at
the same time that we're collectively making decisions that are gonna be for the best
for the Department to make sure that we're upholding our responsibilities. So that
will be one of the things that the Recreation Division will be focused on as we move
into this fiscal year.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. Again, broad, 12-84 through 12-106, you're
asking us for approximately $1.62 million for your annual electricity requirements. I
know the Members have brought up specific components but in round program areas
it's about 1.62 million. So we know that with Mr. McLeod who was with the County
previously did a lot of projects on Fire facilities with solar panels or whatnot. Is the
Department currently exploring ways to create better efficiencies regarding your
electrical and power needs as well as how to reduce the need of additional monies for
your future? Any approach on your power requirements for the Department?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair? Thank you, Chair. So to answer your question, yes, we are
looking into alternative energy as far as, you know, getting solar panels up. Currently
the only facility that is operating on a solar panel power source would be the Kihei
Aquatic swimming pool area, and I think that was brought up a little bit during the
Administration's Budget Hearing. Currently with some of the numbers with that solar
power aspect, it looks like we're definitely getting to a point of saving on kilowatt hours
compared to 38 cents an hour, at 20 cents kilowatt/hour for the pools. We are
currently starting it with OED as well to do the Kihei Community Center, so we are in
the process of doing installation of panels onto the Kihei Community Center. And
again looking at that data, the Department's standpoint will be initially, you know, to
go ahead and, you know, get the panels up where sufficient. And as far as our parks,
all of our parks currently with lighting restrictions already we are with, you know, LED
lighting so we're taking the steps to get to energy efficient within all entire Parks
Department.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Good. You may have addressed this but I'm gonna ask again
because I think there's still some need to be better, to a better understanding. So on
12-84 through 12-99, you are requesting for approximately S350,000 for contract
services. For me, I basically I get it but I think the community would better, can
better support your Department's efforts if it was clear to them the difference between
contract services requested is 348,000 versus R&M contract services. So if you can,
one, first tell us the difference and then what you plan to do with the 348 under just
contract services.
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So the contract services is primarily looking at like
dumpster trash pick-up so the large dumpsters that get emptied at a lot of different
park facilities as well as the portable restrooms that are located in a variety of the
locations, so those are the two primary components of the two large contractual
services that we have. The repair and maintenance services and contracts would be
smaller types of projects that we're not able to do in-house and so it could be that, you
know, there's something that's broken that needs to be repaired that we're not able to
do in-house so that, that's kind of the difference between those two categories.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Can you give us...and we're gonna ask you to, in your responses to
the Committee already regarding the additional funds, 1.6 million to add additional
parks under your Department's responsibility. We're gonna ask the name of the
parks, size of the parks, where the park is located, employee requirements for that
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park and so we can understand the 1.6 million aggregate total. You guys got that?
Okay. Thank you. One thing quickly I wanted to ask since the Members stirred my
memory 'cause it was brought up in another department. Does your Department
consider work orders from other departments because you have professionals whether
they're carpenters, electricians, pipe fitters, iiiigation, plumbing requirements? Do
you receive work orders from sister departments for assistance regarding building
maintenance or minor repairs of facilities?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. We do not currently. I know that used to be the practice
within the Parks Department. There used to be the trades would provide a lot of
services and work at a lot of different facilities. Yeah, I'm not sure when that was
stopped, when that practice was stopped but I think it's been for a while now. The one
item that I know we do regularly respond to is if there's like offices that are moving
then, and those types of things or if there's, you know, floods in different areas that a
lot of times well respond in addition with the Workline to help make those kinds of
emergency moves.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I ask that because, you know, we have individual departments now asking
for their own BMRs. I don't know if that makes sense for us versus a centralized pool
whereby everybody puts it in, a supervisor or whatnot makes the priority and sends
out the work orders. I'm not too comfortable with giving each department their own
BMRs. I don't see efficiency and potential because we might give 'em them the one
body, but what if the requirement of the department is outside of the guy's scope of
excellence? We're gonna have to have a third-party contractor to come in? Then to
me is what good is that BMR for. So again I'm just trying to look at ways of
approaching the challenges of, our departments are facing. Okay. I think that's pretty
much under operations that I had. Ms. Cochran, additional questions in this area?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes. Thank you, Chair. And going on...what? Did we miss
you?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. That's all right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. You're recognized.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: For equipment it was brought up earlier about a...you folks
are looking for a slope cutting mower. Is that the same thing as a slope mower? I
have another department asking for a slope mower. So is what you folks looking
is...did they just forget to put the word cutting in there or is it the same apparatus, do
you know? The slope mower is asking at 100,000, but this is Public Works and then
you folks are looking for a slope cutting mower at 94,000.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I had the same questions as I was developing the budget
and seeing the disparate requests from the different departments. In fact, I think
there's three slope mowers in this total budget, but the term slope mower and slope
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cutting mower are describing the same functional activity of mowing on a slope,
cutting the grass on a slope. The actual pieces of equipment that the departments are
requesting are significantly different in their capacity, their ability to handle different
slopes and different functions, the width of the cut, those are different criteria that
they're looking at as they develop the request for the piece of equipment, so. That I
did thoroughly review that and I grilled the departments that were requesting that and
had them provide me with actual cut sheets of the products that they were looking at
and different things like that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Well very good. Thank you. I just wanted to know if
it was the same exact piece of equipment and could they share or, but anyways I'm
hearing that they're completely different.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We are awaiting for information, Members, we are awaiting for a
transmittal of a earlier request asking the departments to help us understand this
equipment. So, one, they have to provide us with a lot of infoimation, one, what is
being replaced, condition, age, usage, whether they're planning to ask us for money to
purchase or lease -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Pictures.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --pictures, everything.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: We're not just gonna go by verbiage anymore.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Very good. Thank you very much. And lastly in this
section, Chair, well this is about grant revenue, just the title of that Maui Timeshare
Venture. I know it's not and the footnote below says not included in totals shown,
grant revenue is allocated for capital projects. Is this not a condition of zoning? Why
is it a grant?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MR. BAZ: I'll handle that, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you. We...if it's a condition of zoning, if it's a required assessment that was
developed in Planning Commission set forth conditions, then we receive that money
and the only section that we receive that money in that we have the ability to receive
that money in is in grant revenue, so we place that into what we consider our grant
revenue section. It's money from outside sources and we do this on a regular basis for
road projects as well as parks where there are developer-required conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. All right. Thank you, Chair.
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MR. BAZ: Yeah. So they're not granting us, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: 'Cause it's just different, yeah, 'cause it's not really a grant
per se.
MR. BAZ: Correct, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And then I think they tried to call it donation and it's like
not quite donation either but, okay, I see why.
CHAIR HOKAMA: It's a required voluntary contribution.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right. So they should have that category. Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And, Department, you had talked about
a couple things. One, the Waipuilani Park R-1 sprinkler system you're putting in. I
know we talked about it last year and I'm not sure if you looked into it but there is an
existing sprinkler system. Yes, it's different for each condo. Each condo had their
own equipment that they actually put into the ground. Are you looking at just
utilizing that until they break and then coming to a standard iiiigation system or are
you looking at replacing all of their stuff with a standard amount?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, Member Couch, it was a full replacement being the R-1 there's
different heads, well for notable purposes so people know it's R-1 water, there are
different color schemes within the irrigation heads, so it was a replacement of the
entire system.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So you actually did replace the whole thing?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: In the process they have, yeah, it's not totally...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: In the process. Okay. And then at...you talked about the
adding more solar panels potentially at the Kihei Community Center. Are you talking
about actually putting them on the roof or making more? 'Cause you have more area
to do carport over by the pool. I'm not sure where's the, which has the better usable
area if we do more carport versus up on the roof at the Kihei Community Center.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, this one will be actually on the roof. The one, you know, tricky
component sometimes is we didn't spearhead the project in a sense. So some of that
initial contract came from OED. So prior to the planning stages but it is scheduled to
be on the roof. We did the roof assessment already and panels are in the process of
being installed, everything's approved, ready to go. There was the only hiccup we had
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was our IT runs out of the Kihei Community Center area for Police and everybody.
That's the main server port for that and we can't shut down any power. So I think
that was the whole delay as far as having them go live as they hook up the electrical
needed for that thing. The ( lectric is still needed, yeah. There's some kind of system
ower in ordo - to set up wholver they needed to from, I
where they need to shut dc
believe, it's from Hakda lar that's d 11TO P;'id E I
thy are still installing the
panels, but as far as Id- time frame now LL. wo2 dela H back because we weren't
gonna allow them to shu,_ down power to th,_
COUNCILME7vU-317P. (,OUCH: I'm a little bit more concerned about our...what's going through
there?
kind of ser,er lines, that 7-071'11 probh hove to talk
MR. BUENCONSEJO:
that are lTp sornewh:
lurks
are
to IT on that, bt
oartmo, , Ho other
our server lines, w"' house sei rs for othH
COUNCILli

OUCH: I thought those were supposed to be up r:d ioo Police station.

in its -o.r•icierstanding, you are
CHAIR HOKAIviA: So Police, so this Committee
informing us that part of your facility is a key infra uructure requirement for Police?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Cha, Ti'-' rn my understanding from the district and sorry, the panels
are alreacry up on the roof, so to tie in the panels to make everything live, from my
-LICA is why we haven't tied in yo i is because there are other sources
under -a 2,
, pr
ing through tl , -2.-.thin the comp!or not ecry sure where it is but
per is, yes, supplying MPD. I can't.ho for :sure, but that is from my
some o
und-riop touting from
CHAIP HF• NIA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: We'll have to verity ftt btcuoe the Police
oLrant ch-n
their I'dhoi facility their

t just, since they moved into
hen computer operations.

COUNCIL:Y7,7133ER COUCH: Right.
MR. BAZ: So we'll have to verify what's in, E.H in the Kihei Community Center. I know that
the DMV
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: DMV is there, yeah.
MR. BAZ: --is still there and they're required constant connections and there's probably
redundant servers that may be housed there as well. Again we'll have to double check
with IT on that.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Yeah, that's surprising.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Bu_1-_consejo?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: So it's IT servers that are there.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: IT servers.
MR. BL' JCONSEJO: Yeah, it's IT servers that are being
,.irver is also a component, possibly MPD or sor
t:

sed in our area, but I believe
rig in that state.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Well ask the Department when they come before us. 'Cause this doesn't
sound comfortable for me.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Chair.
Guzman, questions, sir?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
Mr. Carroll, any questions? Why don't we tak - short 1-reak, Members, and then we
So you want five minutes? Ten
c Lri attack the Golf Course Program and
.0
COUNCiL:vIEMBERS: Ten.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ten. Okay, we'll come back at 10:40. . . .(gavel). . .
RECT-";l3
RECONVI.b.

10:30 a.m.
10:44 a.m.

A: . .(gave0. . .
CHAIR HO
review the Golf Prc
comments. Five-o-si ,

7 to order, Men .Ts. Let's go and
Okay. We shal
t this time, plet.. So, Depaic, give us some
lents?
for Golf. Okay, Department, any r

MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Cl r. So the Jf course
our agricultural suppli"
and contra._ and
an So I there's any questions.
request fol. ti

ustments in
cce services
additional

_MA: Okay. Let me ask you to look at goal two uncle ,- pals and objectives,
umber. I mean, if
. I'm looking at the 2015 actuals and I find that to be 11
all we doing, 15,000 and *1---n I look at the other side, 16, ay be 17,000 rounds
?"olf course if that's all the play we gonna get. And
, we should shut down
narnbers like, 77, you looking at 82,000 rounds
y in your projections, you loo'
kes
sense for a golf operation to get the type of
and, to me, that, you know, m--revenues, requirements of manpower, maintaining the course in a decent condition,
tees, greens, fairways, hazards. Is that the right numbers, first is what I'm gonna ask,
on the actuals?

CHAIR

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair?
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CHAIR HOKI : Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: First of all, I would have to get back to you but just looking at the
numbers that you're looking at as well from ar•<, ctual of 9,000 in 2015 and estimation
of 41,000 in 2016, I mean, yeah, so I defi,
in see your concern. If you don't
mind, we get back to you on that as well. Ng-al; , I apole for that confusion but I do
see the disparity that we're not, again, the cour:::. for tht kind of jump would, again, if
those numbers were true I can't see that happening
CHAIR HOKAMA: Because whenever I get to an opportunity to play there in tournaments or
what have you, I must say your superintendent has made great strides and
iiipr
ments physically at the cou -se, I can testify to that. I've sci it and I've
e,;pf L.iced it so I can tell yoi that the course has improved
di the new
sup i:ntendent that you have c' c .. And so I'm kinda pleased act ally with the
improvements at the course. I just find that the numbers is kinda...
MR. BAT:

Ch-ir?

CHAIR HC,L,AM",: Well you're gonna respond to us and tell us if you need to make
adjustments.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, thank you. Just looking at „...cir second quarter report as of December 31st,
the Budget Implementation Report
)1-31itiled to Council, they have a number of
rounds played by retirees and smi. here to date at 16,543 for half of the year and
number of rounds played by adult residents for half of the year 10,243, number of
rounds played by non-residents 1,890, and number of rounds played by Hawaii State
residents 1,953. That's their, for half of the current fiscal year.
'7

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. BAZ: So and I'm not sure about the Fiscal Year 2015 actuals and why they were so low
if there was sorne tires where the golf course might L. been closed or certain
7kilcw, doesn't look like
aspects of that. F:33:1_ _f-1_0_ the current fiscal year, they,
Year 2016 estimated amounts but :f-4,-1-iificantly higher than
they'll achieve their
the Fiscal Year 2015 actuals.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And thank you for that. Mr. Baz, 'cause I do know golf from an industry
perspective on this island all the courses are pretty much hurting for more play 'cause
it's all impacting their revenues.
MR. BAZ: Yeah.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: And one of the factors I will tell you for the non-resident is how much
airlines charges for bags. So if you're a family of four and you got four golfers besides
your suitcases, you've got four bags of golf clubs. Mr. Guzman knows because his
daughter plays and travels so he has to come up with those additionC expenses to
move the required equipment for his daughter's requirements, so he kn ---- —hat we're
it can be to participate and how it impac the actual
talking about how
rounds played. So I co,,v some of the factors that the course acid our Parks
Department is challeng€J with, but all courses are facing the same challenge to get
more players on the courses itself. Mr. Guzman, any questions in this program area
at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Not too nit:.tny questions, Chair, but I do believe one of the
, lack 01 play on our public courses, the
s for the non-residents,
I believe, we're almost there with...the
cco. , 1%alent green fees that we'rt.
p3-i7ate industry is probably the green fees are less than our green fees at this point, so
I think we've gotta give some latitude to the Deprtment in order to accommodate
also the juniors that ;-_-.10
seasonal play. Additionally, I think we need t
i.tion
when we 'al thc
maybe a lack of mi
pla3- ii-±fg. I know that there
d f IlTty
20 per mon
't stands the?
the j uniors, because c,
- 'y
it's $2 a do, nc on the
donm ont to get the MG.I1
$2 doesn't count so they Lie to pay 0 for the weekcnds. So, you know, it's either
they get the 20 for the month and it co c - s or they pay the 20 on the weekends and
the S2 during the 'eek, so I think we r- I to kinda adjust that portion. But getting
7.. 3, I think, if we I come more competitive with our rates we'll
back to the noi_-_
- ' - coming to our public courses. So thank you.
see an increase of nCHAIR HO

A: Thank you, Mr. Guzman. Mr. Baz, you had something you'd like to share?

MR. BAZ: Yeah. Hopefully to prevent another letter coming, we, I did look up their
Fiscal Year 201 3udget Implementation Report, quarterly reports as ell and it looks
oLe ii error in ri oitiag the last quarter's, ti-)e-,; didn't report
they did
id
rted th fluuLer's numbers. So the 9,660, 6,000, 800,
:-`
ilmere are juit that one quarter's amounts. 3o for the year,
L,ers uu
l ooks li.1- e they had alif , to. 36,000 or so in retirees and students, about 16,000 in,
excuse me, 26,000 in residef , , 2,500 in non-residents, and 4,000 in Hawaii State
residents.
A: Okay. Thori you for that, because when we look back in our records,
CHAIR HO
2014 actual rounds, diiii,bers, was almost 71,000 rounds, 70,812 is what we got from
the actuals and that Ldo ,,takes sense for me. I know when a course is very busy, it
has good rates, it adjust' to the seasonal requirements. Under my old corporation
that I worked for the one course we I-. _ on Oahu had 110,000 rounds a year, that is
' at that operations was a cash cow for our
packing it in, going full 7-,last oper
m reason why this golf course cannot be a
theme
company, it - !ade
... t'-'r also. f, given the epoitunities and ;,vilhngness of the Department
revenue
to maybe h, _ it consiCited as part of the, maybe like, State high school rotation for
golf champici ;hips. I don't know how they're chosen, but I don't know why they
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wouldn't consider Waiehu. I know they consider Wailua on Kauai, beautiful public
golf course, it's a recognized public golf course nationally. So we have opportunities to
elevate Waiehu to a level tlret potentially can be a positive cash flow component of this
in this program area?
County. Ms. Cr;i'clie, clue
COUNCILMEMBER C 'ELLO: Ivot right now. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMI

. Couch?

COUNCILME1,-,,ICE1 COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cocl-, ::.em?
ank you, Chair. This is my other real favorite topic, but I
COUNCILMT ,1 2a
Du know, why are we even open 'cause look at these
was
you on
numb el s, but we figurec_i L out that they actually did have way more than the
numbers are stated here so, ok well, not this year. But, Chair, having been a
I--K,okLgs of this partirrilar golf course, I
id
concici
ailing all the
--.p
.alley, hey, you 1.77:0,-)V-: 77-hat, they want
the price
M r'
but golfing tlitt, le kay, you know,
big bookL; on helicopte id,...;s
to
and Jr alway,. had a good time, they enjoytd. it, ti -;,:sitors as I rtJ'all and having
booLlrtg them on the course. So it provides a service and there is a demographic of
people that really need to... and esp :daily our youth and retired and what have you.
I, you know, the whole thing it's always an
My questici_i is looking at goal oie
17g th," ( flT up
course. And, you know, I'm not a
my husband this morning, could
li3Capi 7oLf: turf pe.L, 'but I as
TT hing out,
Jeli I
ou're gonna have to shut stuff
1r.:-.•;; rip e
yin just
down but, and just re-sod re, her than try ti , rk with something that's so weeded
out or over whatever. You __ - I mean, after all the monies we spend whether it's
the fertilizers and chemicals, x Nether it's the type of machinery and man hours and
and on, could we just go in rip it up, put brand, nice new grass and pretty much
t lawn in a sense, but I don't know if that's been...and I know we had that
shed done by that...
CHAIR HOKAMA:
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, those guys and they had recommendations, so I guess
are we just still following that plan and trsing to rule that out still to see...'cause it's
been five years maybe.
CHAIR HOI,I1=„MA: The study is pretty dated -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
C

A

IR HO
A: --but I would ask the Department to respond to your concern and your
question, Ms. Cochran, first -- 33 -
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COT TNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Okay.
C

I.

HOKAMA: --and then we can continue. Director, if you would respond please?

, thank you, Chair. We actually just had a conversation this
MR. BUENCONSEJO:
I1 ell Good Fi
Er- the first time since I've been here as Director. It's over a
past,
yeai how, I haven't played the course, so I did go out with the superintewlent that
past Friday and got to really see the changes that are happening. For et-i„:-.; I thought
there was a lot of work needed but from what I was told from what it was -t,7 where it's
at our superintendent's doing a great job to get it to where it needs to be. And what
you just discussed, Member Cochran, about, you know, how are we gonna get this
c(wrse, you know, we can't just go day by day, hole by hole and make it happen. And
thc=n -„ue are in the process of, a,7-ain.
with USGA with their yea-1y or bi-ye-arly
.0 come out there, but the
ups that „1-1„7 do ha.7e for apT_::'
- esttbH is,
, I '7.1i i
we at a
itely - the p*i:
l.tting it down 9 holes at a •
hcl
still be played as 18 as they move
the whole course, 'ea
rc tee
'superintendent it would take about al
boxes. And from t,,Ikirkg
three,i back in and it will still be spotty in a sc-itse of, you
month shutdown
at open and then running the other back nine in
know, not full maliltity but g„
LI., process of kinda seeing what options do
have
that CirCUTT!stanceS. So we al
to get that course to a nationq .2.vel to where we can hold tournainents and bnr.c that
to a public Lou'
_•blic links course. Be aware, again, cost is ,.-ic ays a
kind of p
he
•vhich is part of the CIP as we get to that 1„.,J.on, 1„ latter,
factor and.
en touched or remodeled
it was, since .11,-- eption
but the facil.0.-'„ itself has no
of
i
ie
with
the
j
imt again the priority
of the facility-. So we have
our7.75
and cru.ing u. Jay that we need to
currently i7 :„.-=:- 7tting that 7
_
they
rgin on thc.. do we are definitely
sustain itseii.
looking for that in thc
irn's star, c:
"L]chat oui options are and once
for
ack to this body and proposing
we figure out the best Li*
'
•
--.tc rrici,ve forward with that.
the changes and the cost poiri
Very good. 'Cause just figure
COUNCILME7-1ThrT-'. "OCHRAN: Okay, Well
your expiision is 24,000 added to ally fungicides and to continue your
eradication program so I just thought yank it all up, get rid of it that way, just one fell
swoop, and then put good stuff, and then just upkeep from there on out. Versus, you
know, I'm looking at back...agricultural supplies and what have you and it's running
into like over $600,000 worth of stuff, you know, that adds up. So just looking to see
where we can cut cost doveck.
in the end have a nice course for the golfers and,
yeah, so that's kind of some ..±to-ughts there, Chair. And you mentiorl something
about cost of clubs and I was telling Mr. Couch, can you not just LcnL those, but I
guess everyone has their own particular personal club, what have you, •;:nd I kind of
then thought equated it to a surfboard.
C

A

IR HOKAMA: Golfers

;eople who are into shoes, you know, it's--

COUNCILME-1_, . ,.;OCHRAN. Jh, I can relate there, yeah.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --style, type, some people like brand names, some people like what their
favorite golfer equipment to duplicate just like with tennis rackets, when Prince racket
was the racket to have for tennis players. You know, golfers are, that's what the
industry banks on because that's why they can sell a golf club for 400-$500, one,
because the name, the quality. And you know, I've been a golfer for 45 years, well no,
I take that back 50-sorr^:hing years, not that I'm good but I've played for a long time
and all I can tell yo't is =o1fers have big egos that the golf industry depends on for
those continued purcLE.....,:_:„ because we believe the problem is the club not the golfer.
COUNCILI-TE7-1HI1: COCHRAN: Chair, what happened in the surfmg industry is because to
r surfboards in from the mainland to the islands is costing as much as a
11,:.:0.1
at -CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --you know, so a shop like my husband's where you now can
rent boards, they opt for that. As a surfer I much rather have my own personal but
drive to
you know for that kind of price I'll make do with a rental out there. So it
that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So courses do rent, top courses will offer a customer maybe like three to
four of the top brands to choose from because they have the revenues and the type of
recognition v it's a course that is known that people want to play. So for what this
T,)urriamen,1: of Chao;i;oo Lhe demand to play at Kapalua PiJintation
island aftw
laAtii lament conditions what the pros
and
is high, beciali people
there's a densard, for tha.kod of
if you want to play the best that die pros
they
caliber. But one thin I will say in the last
play and see
three years I ha,- { seen the fiscal aril very visible improvement st die golf program at
Waiehu. The first hole, the dog leg, right, par five, I mean, p wo used to lose ball off
the tee 'cause it was somewhere in the wire-grass but you ennidn't find the ball in the
wire-grass, ulo., that is not the same situation today. The --;t3perintender 7ias made
great improvements to the roura.f.- I will be one of the first to verify am' tc '-'fy on the
improvements, bin I understand your concern about the money, and ,1.7. „fc.re our
sister county in Tacoma under economic development convinced their cornr - Lission to
build a public golf course not for residential benefit or for athletic activity, they built it
for revenue genei__ 'on and economic development. So even before they built the
had plans, they went and secured the ability to host the US
course they air
Amateur Open a • the US Open. And once a course gets that kind of name
tournaments...am: so Ill give you an example of another sister county, San Diego,
T01-1,':'y Pines Golf Course, okay. Torrey Pines is another US Open quality caliber
couv-3(,,, public course. They make $1 million a year just in merchandise sales,
1 million in merchandise, this is not green fees, this is not club rentals, this is just
selling logo t-shirts, sweaters, hats, golf balls with the seal, $1 million a year revenue.
So not that Waiehu is gonna be a Torrey Pines or a Chambers Bay but it has a chance
to be on its own two feet making enough revenue because of the quality and capability
to be able to do more things in the future that we all can take pride that the County
has this facility. So that's where I'm hoping it'll go in the future. They have examples
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of sister counties they can go visit and ask how did they approach marketing and
financial requirements to move those courses to that level. And fol is we may not
want to be there 'cause it's too expensive but for those twc
hey are big
revenue generators for their counties, big revenue generators. If - List befuddles me
'cause they got TV contracts, they got, I mean, it's just amazing how much they bring
in on the revenues.
COUNCILMETN,IBER COCH N: And thank you for thos
__3, Chair, because, I guess, the
heartburn for this is we have to subsidize it by the n ions every year -CHAIR HOKAMA: Understood.
MBER COCHF I: --and it's like, oh my God. So I mean to see it to the point,
_Ane for that. I iild love to see that.
CHAIR HO MA: Another thing I can telt =; ou, Ms. Cochran, the golfers themselves who are
are ;t:::('in.t;he impro' ,:=Irt,J:nts, and bee-.use they see the
regular patrons 01
more op(i.H.
to cort=3:cit-::- ., (ion of rate adjustments because
improvements they
they seen the improvements. Th n not just beiii laid [sic] to Fr: more and accept
rnade groat efforts that 1- 1 -vv-e are gonna ask
status quo. I think the E),:tp:.Lrtm ,:.
you to pay more -you can e:,--peef a bcttr nility to play at and I think that's fair, that's
fair. But so much for me .o speak - tot the program and the apartment being a
in, for this
junior golfer and all that, but a_taytbtn!, else, Mr. Director or
..?
program area? Mt-, Carroll, anything .io; Golf Program that you rm,ty want to
Jr. CT A.zman, any last thoughts or questions? Ms. Crivello?
COLCkUIk,II3ER GUZMAN: Oh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, on the siLiti and seventh hole, there's a lot of erosion
I. care of?
going on there from the ocean, is that h-F ,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Director?
MR. LI_

..._)NSEJO: Chair, yes, we reached out to Tara Owens, Ms. Owens --

COUNCiLivIEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, yeah, beach restoration.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --just to kinda get some evaluations of hat our options are.
those who are not aware, it's from where it was yean
__'s very, very eroded, it's
about created its own beach again. At one point you col 1._'n't see the sand and now
it's because of erosion it's created another kn nost, a little mini area of beach park.
But so, yes, we did reach out to the State tc
what our options are and when we get
some of that evaluation we'll come back to this body and discuss any options that
are...
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C0UNCILMF;AIiER GUZMAN: So is there any additional appropriations that are added to
cov' L:erosion plan in our current budget, in your current budget?
CHAIR HO a A: Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, currently, no, there is nothing in this current CIP. We're still
waiting, we've been going back and forth. I kind of threw out the idea, for those who
are familiar with the Hyatt, the Hyatt has a big project that they're, for the erosion that
they kind of put together in front of their swimming pool area but that was like in the
millions of dollars but, so just trying to get ideas. So but there is nothing currently in
this Fiscal Year '17 that'll cover that erosi n or land. But as soon as we get that...so
amendment in the future, but we don't
in the event it 7o 'ffl:ty could be a '
ie
have any solid pia a to what otir opti.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It's .1 1 ,_11, bit concerning, Chair, because I'm not sure when
,ie but one good mini tsunami is gonna take out half
the last time you were on the
of five and six, no wait, six anl
CHAIR HOKAMA: Six, seven, eight is the issue along the shoreline.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah.
MR. BUENCC

JO: Chair, not even a tsunami,

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, big storm.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: --will wash that away.
COUNCILMEMBER GU NN: Yeah, it's on the i,
it better, but if you 10E
maintaining ar
difficult.

we could do all we want in
e three holes that's gonna be

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Again if it was up to the Department's stdpoint we _y;
_ cean it's not
fixed, I mean just the regulation and restrictions because
as just going up there and getting it done, there's a lot of...

i_ave
easy

COUNCILMEMBEF C
point.

So maybe you'd have to come back for an amendment at this

MR. BUENCONSEJO:
this body.

y. When that point comes we'll definitely be back in front of

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Sc ist 7,11e quick follow-up on the point Mr. Guzman made, is this erosion
c:n the actual dimensions of the hole itself gonna impact our ability
a potential
regarding USG;. :-:ertification or anything that we would need? Because now it's like
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you don't make the minimum standards for this fairways on the beach, it's too narrow,
you don't have sufficient zone or whatever it'd be. Is there any impact to the
s and whether or not we can get sanctioned or unsanctioned if that's the
appinriate terms to utilize?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, in speaking with the supnrL Trilent that day it doesn't affect
is, at least for right now, in the 1J:
'east a year or two more, you
us. What
:e had enough room to move
erosion hopefully stopping by then
know, wit
the tee box a little closer to the cart path and we :1111 ti') have a little bit more room
towards the back end if need be. But ideally we do want to have a solution and not
keep moving the tee box and pushing it back. But currently with the hole, the length
of the hole, we do have enough room to keep that distance and everything at par but
again we do need to fix the problem. The problem won't stop so there is an issue
there.
CHAIR ]

th D pment is create a matter for this
A: Okay. What I will do to assist the
refer regarding this Lch erosii i at the golf course to, and have
ittee
.Tiite
ler tc- T,- ve it reiiiJ to the appropriate standing committee for
So thank you. Anything else on the golf
an
_r-1- on. Oki
--,onal
Ms. C_chran,

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you Chair. The 1,000 gallon mix tank for almost
$10,000 is used for what? What is that?
CHAIR HO

A: Department?

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: It's under your machinery or equipment either Page 509 or
Budget Detail 12-117 or, sorry, 177.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. SAVAC-E: Thank you, Chair. So this is primarily for mixing herbicide.
COUNCIL: L I LER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
I wanted to ask and I don't know if your Department
Okay. One
CHAIR HO--/
_1, ibihties, but rer, -ding those lands and the golf course,
has an runsdictii7i or
purchased, and I believe we have a
it abuts the old 'Su-- hu (lair), land that the Cc
,.....".3ody to help operate it or maintain
it for Maui Land Trust
third-p.
it within the para , -ters that the County reqi s. Does your Department have any
responsibilities for these areas? You know, in Hana, we have a component in Hana
that Mr. Carroll had us consider for purchase, so I think that was the Mu'olea
consideration. Again the old Waiehu dairy, are you responsible for any oversight or
jurisdictional responsibilities, Director?
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, so as far as the responsibilities, it does fall under Parks land as
our passive park space and that is, for those familiar with Round Tables, so from
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Round Tahls on, that is that park that was part of that HILT who helped with that
tram

So but as far as on a daily maintenance kind of aspect, the Department

doesn't do ;•=ny kind of daily maintenance of that but it is preserved land for the Parks
Department, and it does fall under the Parks jurisdiction.

CHAIR IIOKAMA: So does your rangers do

any

enforcement patrol around those areas as

ne('d be or we just leave it to 1ie third-party contractor to provide those

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, for that particular area the Land Trust

maintain the

supervision and maintenance of that area. So our park rangers don't realistically go
into that realm of the park so they wouldn 't go, coming out of that road, wouldn 't go
left to that area but our park rangers mainly focus on all of our actual parks.

CHAIR HO

A: C

if there is a community issue who should they contact, the Maui

Land Trust or t e Department of Parks and Recreation?

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, for that particular parcel the Land Trust would be the first
point of contact.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And is that general information we help the community understand
that for those specific things this is who you would contact not necessarily yourself or
the Deputy? I ask that because it wasn 't clear to me that 's why I'm asking these
questions.

BUENCONSEJO: Realisi'ally if the

,•=ral public probably wouldn 't be as clear for

them, those involved in that type ol ides would know that the Land Trust is the
overseer of that prop 'i.. So to allsiver your question, no, there isn't a true
cTirrespondence in a

as far as that. There is signa -,c on that area and they do

-Apme areas that I believe, I want to say, there

camping that the Land

_ •loes maintain and monitor that you could apply through them as well, but there
is

CHAI R

from that showing the preservation of ti-^ t area and everything else.

11_ \MA:

Are we consisten having all

e o
componei

ird-p.

contractors apply the

,[, E 3 of location? So whether it'd be the East Maui
.ea, whether

'c Central, old Waiehu dairy, are all those public lands

County hec p.rchase being operated consistently throughout or each site operates
differently unc.icr different rules? Mr. Ueoka, do we need a legal response for this?

MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. I 'm not overly familiar with the Waiehu dairy that was a
long time ago. I believe, Molokai, there was a Molokai Land Trust also that
purchased --

CHAIR HOKAMA: That 's correct.
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land and there's the Mu'olea Point. I think they may.. .the LcJL one
MR. UEOKA:
one they may have unified under I think its Hawaiian Isls Land
and the LT,.
Trust recently, no, oh not...
COUNCILME:

CRIVELLO:

1 ` 1 ihai is ... (inaudible)...

, to answer your
is unique '11.J1. Okay. All right. Anyway so, I
MR. UEOKA:
question, CJoi, I believe he day-to-day operations are probLL 1.nique to each
Fund monies
different opeting organtzJ,A.on; however, when you use the Opn.
to purchase the land, the (.2cunty Code requires certain deed restrictions be placed on
the Parks
the property so they would have to comply with those. Ai d I
y,-.strictions, and
Department does periodically (: iisure compliance with those ty;.•
'didient they follow
with the Parks Department Fill
if there is ever a complaint
up with the entity. Thank y
C

A: Okay. Thank you, at least now we're a little bit better infoimed, so thank
R HO
you for that. Ms. Cochran?
be mixing two
Chnir. And I think
: Thank y
COCH
1.3ay, the 64 ,-Tes
in reference to Kar.areas there. Chair, you'rcri
vie most recently purchased ther. No, okay, so that othe r the old daft-7
is the Maui Coastal Land Trt.uL But we do have land f we bought and that wa my
= of question as how, , • re we doing with it, how is
kind of C11.7'7 stioning in your
it beinr

I ththkwe tended to agree, if that's the right term,
ne.., I believe,
CHAIR HOKA1vli',..
a communi__ ,_sed organization that can pass the tax code and
Mr. Ueok, _
iosal to let them malama
site is how I can
_:() put forth
whatnot to lo.;
that area to kind
Yut we would iH that general communirecall that p
as well as usage plan -of work out a nn
COUNCILMEMBER COCLIL.4=d4: Right
A: --to take into consideration the community's needs, native Hawaiian
CHAIR HO
cultural practices.
So I was...doc's Parks have the status on the -,:r.oups?
COUNCILJT1TF COCH171,17:
as SUP
'Cause i know '7e-i;::11717,7:- to be involved and there's another
p work in conjunction with us, the
posed
uJ
organizadon of sc
you klr', w, malama and restore if neci be in
County of Maui to, aS you s
protection of cultural sites and wh-•_7t have you. So what...where is that? I think we
spent a nice chunk of change on this land.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair and Member Cochran. Yes. So we did purchase the lands
in Paukukalo called Kaehu Bay basically from River Mouth to Lower Waiehu Beach
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Road and the Environmental Coordinator, Rob Parsons, has hee-- working with the
ighborhood Place of Wailuku I think is no ir
in existence, but
diffeamt ..oups.
•
and individuals that came and testified h; re, I believe, they
some of •
started a mprof ., they're getting their act together, and we are working with the
Mayor's Office, Environmental Coordinator on a future agreement.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Well -.cry good. As long as there's work.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. And, yeah, so any, if we do provide a lease agreement to this organization it
will come back to the County Council for approval.
COUNCILMEMI7117 COCHRAN: Okay. All right. Well very good, looking forward to that.
Thank yoo, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Kinda strayed or expanded golf but anything else in this?
COUNCILMITh-Ti ,' IT? COCHRAN: It's th(

rea.

ri It's only 'cause perp1 n9k me, you
gets to use it and who
CHAIR P'?
CL.E, t get to use it and so I VcfliLd to be better able
to those community
quest_ons. If there's no addition.il questions in. the Golf PD:) -arn area, why don't we
ask the Department to give us comment on PALS. I know yolt made some structural
adjustments, Department, so explain the structural adjustments first and then into
the budget request for '17, please.
MS. SANTA -7: Thank you, Chair. So there's no operational changes in the PALS Program,
hat it would be relocated and become a part of the Recreation and Support
Servics Program.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. So everything is just basically la
movements. Thank you for that. Mr. Guzman, any questions regarding PALS?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I'm okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No, I'm good.
CHAIR HO

A: Mr. Couch?

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
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C

R HOP:AMA: Mr. Carroll, ai c
tions on PALS? Okay. I appreciate ou offering this
to our youth during especiali.• the summer months or off school si:•:ssion periods so
thank you so much for helping them be in positive, engaged activities. Let's get
Planning and Development Program, any comments on this, Department?

MS. SAVAGE: SoIme concept
it being it.. o.:,:_andalon€
••

Planning and De.7,71opment as with PALS instead of
,r - n, a lateral transfci- hit° the Parks Program.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Give us a status, please, Council, this Committee and the Council
supported your Department in allowing you to have funds
a Wells Complex master
planning and to work in coordination with the MRi,
our project at the
municipal parking lot, so can you give us a status update please?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So we've been working with the Planning Department and
we're
the process of trying to finalize our negotiation for the consultant contract to
MO \ e
_ -d.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
to you
do you feel for the 1cith of the cc
the next phase?

to move this contract forward and how long
before we can get some results and move to

MS. SAVAGE: I would anticipate hopefully being able to finalize the terms of the contract
probably within the next month, maybe month '3,-trid a half unless we can agree on
some, a
of the items sooner. C .ce we get 11-.H.0_ done then we ould move into a
o try tod
ire whe-.
little bit rn,.'ire detail on the tim'1
deliverables
so we could p.A-c
an uptho:,
would be
t point in
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. C
Development?

any questions in Planning and

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I'n 1 y. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOTi

Ms. Cii

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I'm good. Thank you.
CHAIR HO

A: Mr. Couch?

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, we pretty much discussed it yesterday . .

udible). . .

CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. We had some discussion last night. Yes. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, I guess this is
part .
I
up all the CIP
coordinators, sort of quite a bit in this one psis p.. , Tlar program, but I
there's a lot of
stuff happening so we need to have people ovd-sce and organize it all. So thank you,
Chair.
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CHAIR HO
Thank you. Mr. Carroll, a
Okay. Parks Maintenance, Mr. Director
doing again lateral movements.

in Planning and Development area?
!puty, any comments? I know you guys

MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So that Parks Maintenance is the large portion of the
Parl— Program section as was discussed yesterday. Thank you.
CHAIR
kMA: Any questions in this area, Members? Okay. Let's tackle the big one,
Aqual , cs. Department?
MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair.
movement to Fire that just 1
proposed for the lateral trail.,

with the Aquatic:7;
with Ocean Safety and its
-73 us with the pool ccmoonent of Aquatics and that's
nto the Recreation aiaci Support Services Program.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Guzman, questions for Aquatics? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEIABE CRIVELLO: Not right now, thank you.
CHAIR HO

.. Mr. Couch? Ms. Cochran?

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUtCLiiEP. rOCH N: I guess, oh wait, sorry, Ch_eir.
till stays in your program, if that's lifeguar6r.,
CHA1171

-rn

, so the lifeguard
Fire --

-j

s'ss,MA: Director?

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --the contract is s
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Well the pool'.
only contract for Makenest lifeg

ith you?

rds are stayil.
us, the contract for Makena is,
;, those will go with Fire.

COUNCILMETALF.El COCFP!..:4,N: Okay. Oh okay. So I guess it is zero for proposed 2017,
okay, got it. Thank you. Sorry.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. And, Mr. C oll, any questions on Aquatics? Let me
just pose some structural questions for y itt
t1e Department, please. We are aware
of a great migration from your Department to Fire regarding Ocean Safety
components, and so my understanding is then Aquatics ill now oversee from 97.3
employees to 47.3 employees or about half. Have
1ks reviewed the job
description and the position of the Chief of Aquatics to se': I , t!ther or not this still is
warranted and should be considered by this Committee at that level, Director or
Deputy?
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MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. So with the
c , to be honest, our primary focus has
been working on the Ocean Safety
and this has been sorrtifii-fin.; Aat we've
been extensively working on now for quit a few years, at least since boi_7•,. the Director
and I have been involved in the Parks Department. The next step for, again, really
reviewing the pools and the Aquatics and kind of our Department structure will be
what we 7.tr.1--4.: moving into more now that we know that the tra
is actually
to be talkin,i-27pLice. And so with that we'll be able to get a little Lit, to a little bit rri
detail.
started initial review and kind of krt -ing that, ycu know, when th"s
change Iti.ppeils there may be some operational
Ind adjustments to positions
and structure that will need to take place but we
not got into extensive detail on
that yet.
: Okay. Well I'm happy to hear that you're starting the asemit so that
iient , I
news on our part to hear that you already started it. In that
v
--op ask, so that we can make appropriate adjustments,
not the
secrrta..., and clerk is still necessary for Aquatics based on the adjust.
.innel size
I will consider
the clerks ti. Fu Liiid cancel
of this program. 'Ca LE
- in operations
So that is soii:cching I need
out Fire Department'
for you to determinc
r.i.n assessment reg— ing those additional positions
please.

CHAIR 14,_J- 1

MS. SAVAGE: Thank you, Chair. One thing we can say definitely with the
positions
n-.ri•ently tiii-Jst is we desperately need that staffing o maintain operations even
Ueen fJL . ffrn Tays, you know,
.u ansferring out. And
itions and with all the p
mrk proce.ui
thingr -wing
are with the clerical supp1 that we currently LT o. But
a
e foi us with Oceai., Safety and pools k''ith the existing staffi-riY that we (1--, ini- nYitly
have. So we defmiteli
- - with th clerical support that Fire is asking for to stipnot
-' internally as a Department that we've
Ocean Safety l..ause that's a
t lciIst since I - been with the D-partmeni that's been a stn
dealing with,
supporLed as it shou1:7" T n.upcit vith all the differe ,
to keep tl
cquisition
processing or audi.Lin-,, and I
heets and
you know,
support r t1
just all the ITTiii-nt iNiperwork that goes along
re of an
Ocean Safety and pool lifeguard sections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. I don't know if Aquatics has but how
- areas of yutz
Department deals with cash handling? So, you linow, I don't kricr.:4.• iAquatics
component. I would assume golf course Ins a cash comportmt, rec cen.Len;„
community centers, again, I would assume there's a cash component. Any othi.r
program areas?
MR. BUENCONSEJO:
, so just, it would just be our Permit Office, so permitting
throughout the dirn.cts, so all of your, for the cer ors and everything.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So if someone wants to, let's
, hold a specific meet at the pools,
they will go to the Permit section not to the Aquati 3 Division per se?
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MR. BUENCONSEJO: Yes, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And Permit's
day-to-day requirements of if

iiandle all cash transactions and other, the
for
's and whatnot?

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Is all your cash transaction sites currently under surveillance or
video?
MR. T7JiT -T 2,0-7T. JO: Chair, no, not under surveillance video. Some of th
..r do have
sicms but for actual surveillance cameras pointing at the cashiers no.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The answer is no?
MR. BUEIV.:
CHAIR HOKA

is no.

-JO: No, yea ,

-; of considering that as 7equirement.

MR. BUEI\ X, -3EJO: C ir, the Department woui,

tely be, encourage that as well.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. Ms. Crivello, any questions that you may have
regarding Aquatics?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Not right now, thank you.
CHAIR HO

A: Okay. Mr. Couch?

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran? 'Cause your three districts have big County pools. Yeah, so
no question? That's why I'm...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Our pool' ,
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair? Sorry, Chair?
CHAIR HO

A: Mr. Director?

MR. BUENCONSEJO: Sorry, just thinking of the camera aspect for our cash - , also our
golf course, so into that ex,i_ nt of surveillance cameras and everything that would be
another opportunity for
as well.
CHAIR J-10KAMA: Okay. Well yu don't need to respond in writing, but we will...you can
work with you to look at the various sites and total amount of sites that may
r d to be under consideration.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Actually, Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNC —vIEMBER CC -1-1 N: Yeah, I do have a question. It's been spoken about before as
merr-;1---°3 sun and all, coverage or some type of avpr- "anopy of sorts
Len any discussion? And it would be fl1CL_ Lia. e roofing/solar
Has LL
perhaps above, I know it would be a high-ticket item, but has Dep,-tment ever looked
or thought to discuss that at all for Lahaina?
re
1r for West Mau:", yes, it is on th,
a for our
MR. BUErCONSEJO: Chair,
1-1, systems, of cc"
catching up 1:
Joule of the
It is part r
ket or big item ',I. was number o
our priority
maintenanc
ck for Lahaina pool whic: . vas down for
years or so,
na
1-leat
was
3.at is up and running. So there is a heat( I pool back in
finally pu,
A sounds odd to have a hea d r 301 in Lahaina, swimmers
Lahain7.
a certain
-•-• are getting to that
(.1-l- at thing
the pool has to
just l
cf: the dc-1,,
• Crnirp (-Jut of the Park
Ihere was a : --hon for a lit',::
on.e
of being
fact that it
is part of it w
or ,.fi . end of the, so
__i_ that was gunria clia.dca- ted. There was
cady made for that little picnic
Kaanapali side of the pahhi and there was a donation
ment didn't move on it a little
area, so that was the kind of ii lapse of why the
quicker on that. But it i CHinitely on the works 6, gettin &777Fle of that bleachers,
maybe r_ '• he whcile entire bleachers but a portion of thal
COUNCILME:

COCHEL'..N: In this fiscal?

MR. BUENCONSEJO: It's...we do have so
canopies are fairly, it's a six-digit ir
far as our assessment Park system
sun. T1zere was another...there is al
as:ntt fees, fund monies that wc
use as well.

Those
yeah, as
so as we get through-. '
17,.A
up for
s, yeah, we'll try our best
inity possibly as well with hr
park
L able to, if you want to aUocaL ni° that

-,, onies in our Park

COCHRAN: Yeah. 01- - y. That was gonna be my next question if that's
COUNCILMET°
it es for this type of awning coverage, whatever,
asse
an approi te use of park asses
LIi
onsidered an improvement of sorts?
er system. So ;
over the
CHAIR HOKAM1_. I would say Mr. 13,-_-2 _1 the Department needs to convince us it's a capital
project. If it's maintenance, rep and maintenance then I would say no, the monies
won't...that specific pot of money would not be available.
COUNCILMEMBER COCH

A

N: Okay.

,rs? One thing I did want to discuss because
CHAIR HO MA: Any further questions,
J to Council and this Committee is one of his
it's part of the Mayor's package ;ibrn
proposals I had asked your staff to p- ,pare your requirements. There is a bill for an
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ordinance proposal from the Administration that would amend Chapter 12.24A of the
Maui County Code relating to the Maui County Arborist. So if you could take a quick
look at that, Members. Basically, as I understand hc
L. Ueoka drafted and...
COUNCILP' ER GUZMAN: Where is that?
COUNCILIAL113ER COCHRAN: Sorry, Chair. Do we have a copy?
MR. BAZ: Committee Members, it's in your proposed ordinances binder or section. Oh I
guess and Staff is passing it out now, but it was submitted with
ordinances
to the Clerk's Office.
HO

A: Mr. Couch?

COUNCILMa',1131'. -' COUCH: Just where would it...what would it be called in th. so
you submited soft copies?
MR. BAZ: Budget then --

;,

rdinance folder, the proposed ordinance

COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I don't have that at all.
MR. BAZ: --it should be there at the bottom. I'll double check that.
CHAIR HOvA.MA: Are you able to find it, Mr. Couch?
COUNCIL IVIL;ER COUCH: No but we got this copy.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So if you don't mind working off of the hard copy at this time, Members,
please. I'm gonna ask Mr. Ueoka as the drafter that assisted the Administration. with
this proposal, if you could give us some comment on this please.
MR. UEOKA: Thank You, Chair. Overall, the purpose of this was to put the street trees,
maintenance and stuff with the Department of Public Works and leave the parks tree
maintenance and stuff with the Department of Parks and Recreation. In Section A,
paragraphs one and two aye deleted, they are tiltson relating to the requirement of
the County, Maui Cc7, ip _"_ -borist and staff be iixhin the Department of Parks and
Recreation. It was ai
a little strange to have a position set forth in the County
Code. This is not to -ay that the position's deleted or anything through this
ordinance, it's still an E/P with the person in it, so, you know, this is just taking out
reference to it in the County Code. Section B, like I said earlier, leaves the parks
matters with the, under the Director of Parks and Recreation. The changes in C, D,
and... C and D basically just clear it up that it's for street trees, you go to the Director
of Public Works, and for our park trees and stuff you go to the Director of Parks and
Recreation. That's essentially the gist of it. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR HC MA: Okay. Thank you. So what we have here is more as it regards to reducin
Par: s overall responsibility in shifting streets to Public Works Department. All others
will be retained by the current Parks Program. And I need to make a correction, the
Chair wat in
,, ct yesterday, State Statute requires an arborist committee to deal
with excepiionai trees, doesn't require an arborist but requires an arborist committee
and the size of the committee can be detelinined by the local entity. So if this County
wants a con:I:mil e of one, conirlittee of three, committee of nine, that would be a
discretionary call on our part
Director, Mr. Buenconsejo, any comments on this
proposal? We're not gonna Et strhe you're happy about it since you get less, half the
work for this area but we'l ,
a ask you for any comments you or the Deputy may
have.
MR. BUENCONSEJO: Chair, thank you, Chair. No, I think in hc__
Mr. Ueoka is just
cleaning up the language. I think there was a lot of confusio7 with what was, what
department and t.,(=iri,
larks Department a lot of the issues from the street trees,
you know, wer(-"HH_.1,: and forth to sending our community kind of back and
forth. And so I tili.ilk this clears it up ld it gives the authority to the Director of
Public Works and again to Director or P — and Recreation a clean cut line of who's
responsible for what part. Thank you,
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. Thank you. Mr. Ueoka, tell us if there's ncx.“uulapliance, what is,
what was the thou
enfat
i and financial penalties and fii1(.=.s?
MR. UEOKA: In regards ft Chapter 12.24
licve, it's a criminal penalty type thing. I
iv-,r.
And
12.24A
ce
think it's a misdeme
a variety of things relating to trees,
ties, main ,
exceptional trees,
1Janting strip. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Are you C
your discussice
he various departments for this
propo -,a1 who will '
tae responsibility
-r:f-,:hrig compliance? This would be a
Vic'
resporibitity regarding complian ,,:e, regarding notification of violations,
miL fdo'..7ing the Code on provisions. Can you give us some sense of how this is
suppciLi to happen operationally?
MR. UE DT:A: Thank you, Chair. My understanding is for the street tree component it will be
he Department of Public Works, complaints and everything will go to them, and
for parks matters it'll stay with the Parks Department, of course. The exceptional
trees provision, I, not, have never been 100 percent sure on how 1-T-7at would work as
it's a complaint investigation type of matter and the Park, Department isn't
necessarily equipped to deal with type of thing. So in general, I b1eve, for the major
ones the street trees would go to Public Works and the parks matters would stay with
the Parks Department. Thank you, Chair.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
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MR. BAZ: Thank you. There has been some discussion in th
ation of moving the
responsibilities of the exceptional trees to the
Planning. They...it's an
interesting discussion because if you look at what th ciitext of the exceptional trees,
it has more relation to Planning than it does L2 1T1 7-s and, you know, so that's an
option that we're looking at. They also have th,
cement officers and capabilities
to be able to manage in case there is a cold1 3-, ,i—
something like that as well. So
it's kind of, it, that discussion came out after v '_ started discussing the actual arborist
position. So it wasn't included in our proposed bill here but we have had some initial
discussions with, future discussions with the Department of Planning, Parks, and
Public Works to define more of what the future of the exceptional trees committee or
the exceptio,--,1 trees requirement which is the Arborist Committee.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Okay. Thank you. Mr. Ueoka, one thing that I would like us to
s placing in this proposal in the appropriate area a direction
able to con
, for the streets that put:
director r- sp,r JL
health and safety shall b his f t
prior
Free but public health and
,-!s first befo,-tree. I
am...I don t want to ket
con meetings b:-:use of a
L
tree that should have 13(
then becomes a financial
- that
burden on the tax base.
in this area priority is
y-LL
if the Li
to address health and safety in
,ient wants us to consider
for every tree we cut down that we rc )lant two trees, I
no problem with that, but if
' go. Mr. Uec" ?
it's a bad tree it.'
MR. UEOKA: Thank you, Chair. We can put in some language. I'm assumir you would
want that to apply as a general policy of the County and not just fo ctcct trees but
also park trees, correct?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any xec that we have oversight and jurisdiction on, health and safety
must be its paramount priority.
MR. UEOKA: Understood. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Questions for the resources on this proposal from the
Administration? Mr. Guzman, any...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Not right now.
CHAIR HO

A A: Thank you. Ms. Crivello?

COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCH N: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. Item F, Page 2, this is saying that
a property own: abutting any planting strip is now responsible for watering and
occasional feitHig and weeding and maintaining of something they never planted,
what?
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CHAIR 1-f,I)KAIVIA: That is exis
COUNCILVE
now a
plant-

TZ COCHRAN: Well thaI's

i but I don't quite agree. If I live someidaere

u sudden I inherited this 1, ±-1.f next door which I had no bearing on and
.:- o , why is that there?

COUNCILMEI 77'Z GUZMAN: Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I mean, okay, I think Mr. Guzman knows the reasoning.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Ye

.

CHAIR HO MA: Yeah, yeah. H
a response for?

hy don't you complete posing what you would like

Ji, just that's all. I 1.
this property
a suc
this uLLer stuff, no I wouldn'

I just curious
IT
pflflfln
- th that. 1ii jus

ta
go

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER GI.TIN,,ArT: Chair?
C

A

IR HOKAMA: Mr. G--nan?

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Chaiz, yeah, that has been an issue since I've been, you
know, in sitting in this sea. isical1y, the conflict between the existing Arborist and a
landowner, who IT.
of a tree oy
to that tree or doesn't
i
in
want t d.j, ha
i do with that .-rtf.
71,7j riSt comes in. and says
to
look I r
_,.)wn or you've
u
n.J..thy, So
been a
abut .ao made...and, well, wh6, a.,....tuali7,7 is
lot
L,ible for
:.at tree. And her.t when the officials come in and say eU it's your
- .)1.0_ some type of ownership to it and then when the
responsibility then the owner 1
Arborist comes in and wants
iTt J vn or wa its to assert :iuthority there's conflict
*1 partici:
that cor.".es in. So there's " . les wi
'ction
NI's been in existence,
it's
matter of 1-a.vUe right t.,
persc
on. the County side to deal with
the public m a mon_ modatin& - ..ray or h.eTTU , better public relations, I don't
know. There... it can be e.
d. It can be resolte ..,. It's just a matter of fmding the
right accommodation or pei
to deal with the matter, but, yeah, I agree with you,
Ms. Cochran. Thank you.
CHAIR HO A A: Thank you, Mr. Guzman. Mr. Ueoka, any comments you could share at
this time if you choose to?
MR. UEOKA: Yeah, I don't know what to say to thin. me. It's just the way it is. It's been that
way. I think it's a matter...it'd be very WUcn.lt for the County to maintain these
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County right.o of way throughout the County themselves, small areas, a lot of 'em. I
hope that hOps. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR K
govi

A: This is not just a Maui County concern, it's pretty much for all local
nts that has this type of goveinance and responsibilities. Mr. Carroll,
-3, comments, on this proposal?

COUNCILTAI.:.',.:'11,1; CARROLL: Just comment. I think this is taking us in the right
direction.. We've had a lot of problems over here, I've been working with the committee
Chair.
for many years and I think this is where we need to go. Thank
A: Yeah, thank you. No, I appreciat, 1 he Administration sending down this
ioris and see if this is somethirT,
consiJo -;-tion for us to go through our
want It, n-.,c)ve forward. So thank you to Lx Mayor and his Administration for
hat definitely this Chair ha:•.:, rith
proposizi on.otlier way to address this cone,.
anything else regarding Parks you
Lanai. So iliank you very much. Members, is
en your equipment list. What is
to bring up? Oh, I did have one simple
fference
1.b.,.• A's and B's? Because I noticed for one is 13, you had 13A
,..rhat is this A and as, is that like B less important than
13B, so I'm goir
^ or is B over a &i, itat, is in a different dollar classification category. Can you
i to us what is this A's and B's on your request?

CHAIR

c 1 ioritization system that we've come up with.
MS. SAVAGE: Yeah. This is our
or priorities that are alike we keep them all within
When we have equipment
e ) 13A, B, C, as many as there are so it would still be
the same number and then ji
conc. ,--lered in a priority, A being tue top, then B, C.
CHAIR FCII lIT k So A is your top priority of the -MS. SAVAGE: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --whatever is in
MS. SAVAGE: Of 13, correct.
else for the
rung that to us. Is there any
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for e
lj00 0nt before we finish up? If not, I'm gonr i x use Parks and Re _eation. Any
we thank you for
Okay, having none, Mr. Buenconsej )
- -nd responses to the Committee's re es CS so wank you so much for

MR. BUENCC

: Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, before we break for lunch I would tell you that after lunch at
1:30, I'm going to anticipate we'll bring Liquor Department forward and get your
questions ready, and around 2:00 p.m. again dependent upon on how we go through
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Liquor will be ProT, wors and /-1-111 we11 ft
Okay, wit,
Maui's night meet.

h up for the day and p
recess until 1:30. . . .

7e for South
)el). . .

11:53 a.m.
1:34 p.m.

RECESS
RECONVENE:

CHAIR HOKAMA: . .(gavel). . . Okay, let's bring this meeting back to order. We have
completed the review of Parks and Recreation. This afternoon we will do Liquor
Liquor Control. We'll ask the
) why don't we start Ix
Control and Prosecutors.
rill wish to share with the
any opening con
Dcplity to join us. Mr.
Corrame?
777
Chair. So the Department of Liquor Control is
MR. BAZ: Twk you
fees and permits and other items. The Liquor Dpad-trin...,L.
funck.d U hquoi
Director
in its director so we do have our
current.7y has a
,tor, I believe her
Georgette Tyau, Business Administr,
Ms. Traci Villaros ,
it, excuse rr yeah, title. And they are h e to present
title, oh, Administi-ati--,
367 of the Budget dc
nt.
e a starting i
and ask any question

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Right now
she'd like to share with us

7 ask the —Lputy if she has any opening comments

DEPART NT OF LIQUOR CONTROL
MS. FUJITA
available for

: Good afternoon, Chair. I don't have any opening comments. We're
is iuestions.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Guzman, questions at this time?
COUNCTT.,- L. ..MBER GJ

: Yeah, just on the organizational chart.

CHAIR HOKAMP Okay.
COUNCILMEEF,_ (7,-UZMAN: Do you have a director at this point and what is the status
and...just Tr my information?
or at 1-1-,is point. The Commission has
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: We do not have
will be starting this month,
deferred decision making until the two rytv,7comrn
ng they're scheduled to discsu..,,3
so their first meeting is en Thril 13th and at that
They're planning 7i: re-interview the applicant
the appointment of the
then make a decision from there.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So what's the estimated time period do you think they'll make
a decision?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: They...there is no estimate that I know of.
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COT_TNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, okay. Okay. Thai:,:ou Thank you, Chair.
HOKAMA: Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
COUNC17." itT,Ti3ER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. I'll wait for Details.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Carroll, questions at this time, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER C 'OLL: Thank you, Chair. It was brought up in several nit t
where we discussed the Liquor Department having preventive classes
i(lerage drinking and prevention, but I didn't see anything inside here before us
today. Are you running any programs like that where you have sting operations for
liquor for underage or educational programs telling them it's bad for you or?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes, we are planning some minor decoy operations, that's where
we send in some volunteer minors to see if licensees will sell or serve liquor to them,
piaur:1(c1 with our Enforcement section. As far as the
so those are continuing to
that I'm personally interested in. There,
ede,t5_fin and prevention it is
we've been _tii)proached by the Proscuttor's Office recently on a program called Safer
It's not only fcL: ni(21 --.; but it's more, I think, geared towards female
Bars Camps
patrons and their safety in bare L,,, fid other licensed premises. And it's an education
and awarert_,',, campaign for liquor licensees and their staff to be aware that female
patrons or the :,*,;ks that female p eons have when they get intoxicated in bars and
— Alt and rape and that sort of thing. And so
restatu- its, hiLJr incidences partnering with
f scheduling a meetinE,
ri7ht
now
in
the
1
we're
:titing Attorney's Ofl'c uth with UH Maui and we're sci- “-duling a meeting
the t-r
with liqt, licensees in the Kihci 17..Aa_m Village area. That's thc: area that the UH
program in and we're gonna be out, our
__ am has wanted to :tar t tMaui
program individuals from UH Maui and
enforcem it officers will be out with
basically, just I think they have shirt that they wear and then it's more of a
oh, what is this program about
educational piece wlic:rc peo.-)1c-::, you know, will
Li77'hat the program is about and
then to c:
and then it gives
,f female patrons.
afetyr-L.to jut have people
COUNCi.

-BER CARROLL

- you. Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I'll wait 'di we get into the actual budget part, into the
operations itself. Thank you, Chair
CHAIR HOKAMA: If I can direct you to 375...371, please, Deputy. Tell us how often our
premises inspected as far as your understanding"?
MS. FUJITAITTTJ '2D9SA: Premises are inspected daily primarily in th. vPning hours but
also at timwi during the day. They rotate, the inspectors are uoiçuod areas at the
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start of their shift on a rotational basis. We've been trying to have them go out in
pairs for safety and they just conduct routine inspections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So tell us the reasons for the number of increases in the cases, you going
from 7,600 to 10,000.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well we've been working really hard on filling our vacancies. There
were several vacant positions in our Enforcement section, but we are in the process of
trying to fill and keep them filled. So we currently have more officers out in the field
today than we've had in the past so that could account fc;r the increase in the number
of inspections just having more staff out there.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You know your goal 3-1, Deputy, can you give us some comment on what
are you anticipating regarding the increase of total peimits from 6 to 800?
MS. TYAU: The increase is due to direct ship,w,:.:nt
approximately by that amount, so we're just accoun
CHAIR T-T.-

es, each year it goes up
next year's.

And explain to us what is the process that you folks use to issue a
i i al:ion card nor mircrs.

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA:
' ration cards for minors are for minors that are employed
in a licensed premise f
are 18 years and younger. So they get a form from their
emploriT and their employer has to sign it so its specific to a licensed premises and
they
at our Department for a meeting v.1.171 their parent or guardian and a
Liquor (..''mt.rol Officer reviews the laws and reg1i(n"
far as minors and what they
need to be aware of when they're working in a licp_t(..r lice-nsed premises. And then we
want both, like I
the minor and the parent ti u r..5_,:i:.•,;tand the responsibilities of
that and then they'r,:: issued a card.
CHAIR HO

A: Okay. And this card will allow a minor to legally sell alcohol to an adult?

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is that what this means?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: If they are 18...oh, that's right. If they're 18 to 21 they can sell
liquor but if they're under 18 they cannot sell liquor.
CHAIR HO

A: But they can work in a licensed liquor establishment?

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Excuse me, can you have her speak into the mic, 'cause I
keep turning and sometimes I don't hear, even this close I cannot hear what they
saying, please.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.

is a Class 5, Category D employee, please?

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Those are th.. hostess bar employees.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And all those employees need to be registered?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is that how I'm, we reading this category?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes.
under 3-2, regarding a percentage
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Tell us what you folks a
for administration actions per total violations. We notice it's gone down slightly. Can
you give us some comment on this?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I think that might be reflecting the fact that you know how I
mentioned that we've worked hard to fill our Enforcement section. We had vacancies
in that section which meant less staff out in the field and less inspections being done
of that time period.
and less violations, so that might be a r€Lr
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Can you tell us What the Department can do to increase the
percentage rate of violations adjudicated?
MS. FUJITA ',...1.1..,LAROSA: The violations adjudicated, those are primarily the more serious
violations, so those are for primarily the over serviced cases and the service to minor
c -f;s. If we do, for example, more minor decoy operations, those numbers would go
For the over service. we do, not only do we do the, like, the daily inspections
also follow up with
you know, people may be observed to be intoxicated but
the Police Departmeni on their reports, their DUI reports and c.6,_,es are generated from
that as well.
because when we
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well we would hope to see a better niiiL fir next
look at 371 you're already estimate you're gonna do a 125 minor cic,( 07." operations that
you plan to conduct. That was, this is what you told us for this yr, -that's what you
1_, 11iriz,, us for next year. Questions, Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Not in this section, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Not at this time, Chair, thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. C oll, anything in this area? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. There is one, I'm interested in the area, for
not this page, go back two pages, Sandy, please. No, two pages forward I think, hat's,
no, there, you are at the page. Yeah. Okay. For example, I look at this registrations,
like, for example registrations of cards issued to Class 5. You had a 115, is that just
new? And then 116 then 140, you have different numbers every year and I
understand but when I see them going down I'm questioning. And then like the other
one was the total permits issued we had 600, we had 782 then dropped to 600 then
back to 800. Is there a reason for that? And I know you said wine but I don't think
that was the only reason. Is that for a big drop and then a big increase the following
year?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Department?
MS. TYAU: The 600 you were looking at was just an est n . Permits issued to licensed
t.
premises, existing licensees pretty much remain con
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So why did you guys e7,t'
before? You said constant so I would've put 750 GI
from 782 to 600 then you bounced it.

so much lower from the
Icthing like that but you .-..mat

MS. TYAU: Well the estimate had remained the same and the estimate was done prior to the
actual so that is why on 2017 we _Mated that it would probably be closer to 800
creasing.
since direct shipment of wines have
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Oka., . I was just curious why. And then the other
area is the registration cards for Class 5.
with that, all Class 5, C;70.-c.-41-y D employees have to be registered prior to
MS. TYAU:
emplo ..nt because that is all 21 years and older.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MS. TYAU: And so just looking at past history it's always been somewhere ound 160, and
rir the lower
so right now, I guess, with jobs being less that is what's accot
employment rate. But as far as past history goes we would normal be around 160
registering of employees because if they leave somewhere, they go somewhere
they always have to, they keep on being registered. Once they leave its invalid t1r
card, the employer takes them off.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
LHical and then
MS. TYAU: So when we're doing estimates we're basing it i±
in the estimate we
sometimes there's...and you have to remember when v'r 1,a
don't really have the past one yet we're kinda like working t -.-o yeai
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VICTORINO: So again the question begs to be asked why in 2015 you
COUNC_ L _
ciil to 105. And that would be an actual now, right? That's an actual.
MS. TYAU: No, that's an actual. We didn't estimate.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. TYAU: Yeah. So I can only assume less people were being employed -COUNCILT IE

VICTORINO: Okay.

MS. TYAU: --because of the economy. We haven't researched on why less people were
registered.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. No, I just...when the numbers vary so drastically I
was just curious why. You know, I understand the estimations in '16-'17 but, you
know, '15 you're talking an actual, so I just didn't know why that one of all ju:
sizably even if you looking at 2017.
MS. TYAU: Our estimate was, our estimate for 2015 was probably around 150-160 also.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: But the actual came out...
MS. TYAU: And then when we got the actual in, it shows us that, okay, now the economy is,
so let's drop our estimate a little on what we might be processing that year.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Explain to us, does every employee in the E -_ - )T-t-nent get a
two-step increase automatic or is this part of collective bargaining or i:, this part of a
reallocation or...can you give us some comment on all these proposed increases?
MS. TYAU: The two-steps is because they haven't stepped since, I believe, 2008. So when
the new contract came about some oph moved two steps, because every three years
_n
_
2 - 'o
on you would step. TIie didn't have
or two years depe,51
I under proper step came July 1st. So some people
retroactive pay but th
did move two steps and witlun the next year they'll move. Those who moved only one
step in July will eventually get a step during the rest of the contract year.
Cirt iP HOKAMA: Okay. Give us comment on LC-0028, this reallocation of position.
MS. TYAU: Okay. So what happens with the LCO trainee I and II, after they serve a year
they qualify to become like a trainee would become a I, a I would become a II if they
meet the certain it's not a routine but they would be able to do that. So we budget
forese,7 ,'hat they might be. Currently we're recruiting at an LCO trainee. At the
time tic- trainee would have turned the I, it was a filled position, he would have turned
the I 0± April 1st of this year, so therefore when we did budget I present a II because he
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would have changed to a II during Fiscal Year '17. Well apparently this person left, it
became vacant after the budget was done, so therefore it is a trainee and sometime in
'17 it will probably become a I, but we can only work with what we know at the time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That's...we understand that, so thank you. So when you look at
LC-0026, what is the difference with this position? This is a, what, new employee, less
than one year?
MS. TYAU: No. What happened is same thing with that one, someone filled it in December
of 2014, and then we had another vacancy. Because that is a limited-term position,
LC-0026, someone within the Department already has return rights to it so we're
always hiring at limited term. So when we had a vacancy we had filled all our
positions in December of 2014 and then people left or they didn't take the position
after the listing was closed. And so what happened the person who filled LC-0026 was
moved into a permanent position that had opened up so LC, it's budgeted for a I
because we foresaw that the trainee after one year \ ould have become a I so that's
why it's budgeted at a I. But at the time I did the Luinni , I a1rct 1 new it was vacant
and were gonna hire at a trainee level so that's why 's only bud,--ted at a I for '17.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So at this point in time the Department is fully staffed, there are no
vacancies?
MS. TYAU: No.

recruiting for 26 and 28 right now.

CHAIR HO A A: Okay. And in those two positions you currently have LTAs or that is
completely vacant? You don't have any limited-telin employees at this time?
MS. TYAU: No. We don't have...LC-0026 is our only limited-term position in the Department
and right now it's vacant, and we're in the process of recruiting along with LC-0028.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that. Give us some comment, on 96 you asking us
for a 50,000 payout, vacation payout. Give us some comment regarding this vacation
payout request please.
MS. TYAU: Okay. Well last year, every year I put in 50,000 for vacation payout, that's
employees leaving the Department either by way of resignation or retirement but we
are required to pay them out in cash when they leave. So because we have people who
are there for a long time that could retire and so forth our payouts is gonna exceed
50,000 which hai_. j_..ned this year. We paid out a couple of employees, more than a
who retired and resigned so we exceeded the 50,000 and
couple of emr.1._:
we...because Council had cut the budget totally we're taking that money from our
vacancies right now. But - very year we need to prepare in case there is a vacation
‘3ioney to actually pay them out. So that's what the
payout, we need to ha
50,000 I'm asking to restoi it.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Baz?
provides that funding out of
MR. BAZ: Thank you. This Department since it is
their own budget versus it coming out of the County—ide costs terminal pay section.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. We understand that.
MR. BAZ: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. So is this a statutory requirement or a contractual
requirement, the cash?
MS. TYAU: Well it is their money, it's their vacation so by, I don't know if it's State law, but
by contract we have to...they have the option, I mean, it's their money so if they
haven't used it we pay them out vacation and CTO.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You folks have a departmental policy about a cap on the total amount of
maximum vacation time they can accrue or is it unlimited?
MS. TYAU: It's collective bargaining agreement like the rest of the County.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman, questions, sir?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair. Just referring to the Details 9-8 on the
airfare transportation, 38,270, it's...there's no explanations or there's no change, that
one'- c---r-ct, but what...can you refresh my memory as to why that amount? Do you
guys ti:, vel a lot and what for? And then my other question would be on the rentals
on Page J-9, 184,492. Is that rentals for the office space, I'm assuming?
for our Department office, the HGEA office and that's our lease and
MS. TYAU: Yeah,
also for the Lahaina office.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. And then for the transportation?
MS. TYAU: That was ju
so not as many peop

eJ on actuals. We've lately, we haven't been traveling as much

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Would this be travelling for conferences, training purposes -MS. TYAU: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER

JZ-

: --things like that?

MS. TYAU: Yeah, for everything, for both training and conferences, and for when our person
travels also to train.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
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MS. TYAU: But also the 3,000 and the 3,000 was just looking for money so that we could
move it to...was just in the...we're just trying to balance out the B Account and put it
in the proper sub-object so that minus 3,000 and 3,000 was to offset the
miscellaneous cost, 6221. Asking for that to be increased for as they increase minor
decoy operations we have to pay the honorarium payment to minor decoys and also we
got unifoims so that is also for the uniform allowances that will be paid out. So it was
just in the effort to not ask for an expansion.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. This uniforms are for the decoys or for the...
MS. TYAU: For the Liquor Control Officers, Enforcement Division now has uniforms.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So when they enter into an establishment they're in
unifoi
MS. TYAU: All of them are required to be in uniform except the trainees. Once they're I's,
because the trainees are always with someone else that, who's in uniform.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Are the uniforms of...what color are they? Are they
distinguishable?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: The uniforms are green polo shirts; the badge is embroidered on
the left chest -COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, I see.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --and then we also have these black 511 cargo ix
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --and

cket a- -yell.
u. Thank you, Chair.

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: 0.

CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. When was this implemented, a uniform policy?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I'm sorry what was that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: When did you implement this uniform policy?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Was it last year? Twenty fifteen. Twenty fifteen.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And this is by contract requi]
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MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: It was a policy that was run by the union. It went through the
consultation process with the union and it was also approved by the Liquor
Commission.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Crivello, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: In regards to the question you asked earlier, Chair, Detail
9-6 on the vacation pay on the lump sum So if I...I just want clarification, there was
no amount appropriated for Fiscal Year '16 and then there's this request for
Fiscal Year '17.
MS. TYAU: No, each year I put in a request for vacation pay of 50,000 just to cover
ourselves. Last year, the Council got rid of it.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Oh okay.
MS. TYAU: So I'm asking for it to be restored -COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MS. TYAU: --because we're using, we're running on the vacancies.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Okay. Thank you. So also on that Detail 9-6,
professional service 6132, there's an increase for court reporting services for the
Commission as well as for the Adjudication Board. Is that based on the contract that
they've now submitted an increase in their contract as far as court reporting services?
. . . (inaudible). . .
MS. TYAU: Well we have--I'm sorry--we have a court reporter that does the Commission and
Board minutes. So we...it was at 26,000 and then Council reduced it by 20,000 to
6,000. We've already exceeded that. So the estimate of 12,000 was based on 500 per
meeting, 500 for the Board, 500 for the Commission once a month and that is the
12,000. So I'm just asking that the 6,000 be restored where it was previously at
26,000.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Thank you. All right. Thank you, yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you for allowing me to come
in a little tardy due to a previous meeting scheduled. Thank you. And so sorry if I
missed some discussion, but if I can just jump into the Budget book at Page 372, goal
3, number 1.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And what is the registration card for minors?
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. The Department responded but...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay. Sony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, no, no.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: That's why I'm sorry I wasn't here I didn't hear the answer
but-CHAIR HOKAMA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --I never...
CHAIR HOKAMA: We'll have the Deputy give you a quick summary -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --so you can understand.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: So these cards are for minors that are employed in liquor licensed
premises. So if they're under 18 years of age, they have to be registered with our
Department to work in a liquor licensed premises.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But they're not allowed to handle liquor, like serve alcoholic
beverages?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah, not at that age but the older minors can so the 18 to 20year-olds can handle liquor.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And this card will show that they've...do they have to
go to the training and class?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: It's an interview more where the Liquor Control Officer meets with
the minor and the minor's parent or guardian and goes over the rules and regulations
and makes them aware of the restrictions that are involved in their employment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: And, yeah, their card is issued and it's specific to their place of
business or their, the liquor license premises.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair. And secondly goal
one, item one, the third blank block down, number of case reports to respond to
public concerns. Pretty huge hike in the numbers there from 113 actual in 2015 to a
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600 number in 20...so what is, what kind of public concerns would this be and what
are these numbers referencing?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah, I think these numbers are kinda tricky because so the first
column are the actual numbers and then the next two are estimates, so basically
when we come up with the estimates it's my understanding it's kind of a timing thing.
We don't have our actuals yet for 2016 to base the 2017 estimate on so they're really
best guesses on our part as to you kinda look at the trend, you look at what's
happening now and the trend and you come up with an estimate for the future but,
yeah, estimates are just that they're our best guess.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And these are in reference though to your minor decoy
operations or what kind of concerns are these?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah, the minor decoy operations one of...I forgot to mention this
earlier when we talked about minor decoys. One of the issues that we've been having
is that the minor decoy operation usually in the past has used undercover police
officers to accompany the minor in the premises, for to have a witness observe the
transaction and also for the minor's safety but the funds for the Police Department
have dried up, their grant funding. So we've been working with them, trying to get
them to see what we can do, you know, to get them to be able to participate again.
The other option that we're exploring right now, we haven't made any decisions on yet
is the use of body cameras so that, you know, the transaction can be observed and,
you know, the, you know, of course our officers are right outside, you know, but it's
difficult. We can't really send our officers with the minor because they are recognized
by the liquor licensees, so yeah, we're trying to figure out different ways. But right
now actually the last word I heard is that we're in contact with the Police Department
again in trying to see how we can work something out but we do need to have that,
you know, that observer there. So that's part of why the numbers, I think, have kind
of tapered off with the minor decoys.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And you're saying that there was a fund, in out of the Police
Department but it's dried up?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah. Some of the funding having to do with underage drinking
has funded up, has, I'm sorry, has dried up just generally I know 'cause there was
other programs that we were involved in that are no longer in existence. So I know
just, I think, Statewide ones and probably even Federal the money is just not there so
we have to look for other ways to conduct the minor decoy operations.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You cannot use your license fees for that?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: We could, that is why we're in discussion with the Police
Department trying to figure out what we can do, how we can make this work.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. No and thank you, Chair, for that 'cause, I mean, this
Department makes quite a bit and I think we always channeling Ms. Balsa, you know,
the rationale in regards to some kind of funding going to the education. Not just
about, you know, your permitting licensees, you know, rules and regs but just for the
public and the responsible drinking and, you know, alcohol abuse and things of that
nature. So I know we always but it's kinda like the more you persuade others to not
partake the lessen to the coffers of this Department it's kinda like Water Department
and their conservation plans that are less user fee, right, so it's kind of a Catch-22, I
know, but again it's all about safety, health and welfare of this community and if
there's any way to make that coexist, I think, that'd be the best of both worlds.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah, no one wants minors consuming liquor -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --under any circumstance.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Chair, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Carroll, any questions, Mr. Carroll? Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no questions at this time. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Under operations, you have about a S 1.55 million
request. We know you need...you're asking for additional funds for court reporting
services for the adjudication component. Is this about more cases or the cases just
taking longer to adjudicate?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I think that, well at this point for this year we're already over,
right, our budgeted amount because the amount that was, that we had requested last
year didn't get approved. So we got less money approved and of that money that was
approved we're already over budget so when we projected for next year we try to
project the actual amount that we thought we might need to cover for the whole year.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Does the Commission have a policy whereby if the licensee is found guilty
of whatever violation they also pay for the departmental expense like court reporting
requirements?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: The money...so when a liquor licensee is fined at the adjudication
board that money goes into the Liquor Adjudication Fund and can be used...
CHAIR HOKAMA: And can that fund be used to pay for court reporting services?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: No. It's used for education, education of the licensees and the...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Well that's part of the cost of education. I don't have a problem being
draconian in these areas. Mr. Couch, questions under operations? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No. Not at this time, Chair, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll, anything under operations you'd like to ask? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. Nothing at this time. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. You know, one thing that I think Ms. Cochran or Ms. Crivello
bought up was your rental or leasing requirements and I know you mentioned David
Trask Building and Lahaina.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I thought you were using County facilities in Lahaina. So can you explain
to me what is your lease cost or space rental cost for Lahaina, please?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: We are using space, County of Maui space. It's at the Kaunoa
Center in Lahaina.
MS. TYAU: Okay. So for our lease for David Trask, yeah, that, it runs around 162,000 and
then we pay Kaunoa around $21,000 a year, 1,750 a month plus electric.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So you do have an agreement with the other department then?
MS. TYAU: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: For space. So where is Kaunoa booking this revenue, Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, I'll have to verify that. Most likely it's going into our General Fund
miscellaneous revenue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, if you could verify that since Liquor is confirming they paying money
we'd like to know where it's being captured and reported as far as cost center
requirements. So thank you for that. Do you have any comments, Deputy, some
departments have, others don't, but I would ask if you had a comment regarding the
1.1 million overhead cost allocation charges being assessed to this Department?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well for the Department of Liquor Control, as you know, there was
a lawsuit filed several years ago, I can't remember what year that it was finally settled,
but that lawsuit placed a cap on the overhead for the Department of Liquor Control.
And so my understanding is that's what we're paying is we're paying the maximum
under that settlement agreement.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is that settlement agreement open for this Committee to review or is that
something that we must be in executive session to understand?
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MR. BAZ: No, Mr. Chair. We have transmitted it to the Committee in prior years. We can
get another copy to this Committee.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll take a look at it if, first in our files, Mr. Baz. So but thank
you.
MR. BAZ: Thank you. But we do budget 70 percent of the salaries and wages as the
overhead costs, that covers the fringe benefits of their employees as well as some of
their overhead as far as the full cost allocation plan's designation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that, Mr. Baz. Questions in, again any questions
operations, Mr. Guzman?

in

COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I'm okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Ms. Cochran? Mr. Carroll? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know, and I've been here for a while but I've forgotten
what that cap issue was.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Maybe Mr. Baz or the Deputy can give comment.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. I think 'cause you mentioned it, the public will ask
and I've kinda forgotten what that cap issue was but then there's so many issues that
come through this Council so if we could get a recap what that cap issue was all
about, if you don't mind.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah. So...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Deputy, if you can give us a summary?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Please.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Basically it was a lawsuit filed, I think it was the Maui Hotel
Association -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: --and they alleged that their fees were being... 'cause under State
law, liquor fees can only be used for liquor purposes, and so the allegation was that
their fees were being used for something else other than liquor purposes. So they filed
the lawsuit and then out of that lawsuit came a settlement agreement that capped the
amount of the overhead or the amount that the County could use for, you know, for
other County purposes basically.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I just...it's been a while I guess 'cause I forgotten
about that one. I really did.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yeah, it's old. It's an old agreement.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: I can't remember the year.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So maybe I wasn't here at that time
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Maybe.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh okay. Okay. Yeah, I wasn't. Okay. No wonder I don't
remember this. Okay. 'Cause...all right. Thank you. Thank you for that clarification.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Members, the Chair will allow you one more chance for
any questions to be presented to the Department of Liquor Control. Okay, having
none, we thank the representatives from the Department present this afternoon.
Thank you for being here. Okay. We'll take a five minute recess and then bring
Prosecutor's forward. . . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

2:20 p.m.
2:27 p.m.

CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel). . . Okay. We shall get back to order, Members. The Chair's
anticipating that this will be the last Department we will review for today. We do have
a scheduled evening meeting in South Maui at 6:00 p.m. to receive comments on the
budget from our South Maui District people. Before we start with the review of the
Prosecuting Attorney's Department and Mr. Kim, the Chair will indicate that as part of
this budget consideration this year under the Council's authority, Ill be
recommending a departmental audit of the Liquor Control Department from the
Council. It is a random thing. We should be auditing everybody on a random basis.
We did Planning. I think we did portions of Public Works at one point and it's just a
continuation of the Council doing its oversight and financial accountability component
as provided by the Charter. So that will be part of the Chair's proposal for this coming
year that the Council's auditing efforts be on Liquor Control and see how we can make
definite improvements in this area. Stating that, Mr. Baz, opening comments on the
Department of Prosecuting Attorney?
MR. BAZ: Thank you, Mr. Chair. The Department of Prosecuting Attorney is an important
factor of our County related to public safety. We do have our Prosecuting Attorney
Mr. J.D., John Kim here as well. The Department starts on Page 587 of your proposed
Budget document, so we'll be starting off in that section. And we'll open the floor up
to our, the Director of the Department who is, the title is Prosecuting Attorney
Mr. J.D. Kim.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr Kim, opening comments please?
DEPARTMENT OF PROSECUTING A • R Y
MR. KIM: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair. Good afternoon, Committee Members. J.D. Kim, I
represent the Department of the Prosecuting Attorney. Last calendar year, we reached
a small milestone, we had almost 1,200 filings, felony filings. We...I attribute that to a
grant position that we got from the State to attack the drug cases, the backlog in the
drug cases, and she's been doing a very good job. Other than that, we're trying our
best to keep up with the crime rate and keep the community safe. We have two
separate programs. One that does Administration, we have 2 attorneys and 5 support
staff, and then we have the General Prosecution which includes approximately 30
attorneys and there are 60 or so support staff. And I'm glad to take any questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Kim. Before I ask the Members for their questions,
Mr. Kim, you are a Department that we know gets impacted greatly by things out of
your control, especially revisions to the State statutes as it regards to the areas on the
prosecution and community protection. And that not necessary they seek guidance or
comments from people like yourselves on the impact to your Department, your staff,
and potentially how we are to pay for certain changes in statutory requirements. So
are you...can you give us comment of what you're aware of that the Legislature or the
State has done recently whether it be by the Chief Justice from an internal standpoint
or the Leg from an external standpoint that you feel will impact your Fiscal 2017
Budget request? And we can read so you don't need to read that.
MR. KIM: That was from last year that with respect to how a C felony in abusive family
household members those crimes were increased or those cases were increased from
misdemeanors to felonies. That didn't impact us too greatly because we have a unit of
four attorneys handling those types of cases as well as misdemeanor trial demands, so
invariably once it became a felony they would also handle that case. We anticipated
that we keep it at that level and so we had, we've always had a unit and we use that
unit to train our other deputies up and coming from District Court. There are other
court rulings that have occurred that we had to readjust and assist the Police in
certain areas. And one was 291E-68 which has made it a petty misdemeanor for
anyone who refuse to submit to a blood or breath test of their, to determine their blood
alcohol and the court recently ruled that that's too coercive. And so we've...Maui
County Police Department has responded quickly and timely and so we haven't lost
many cases or any cases that I know of that we, our MPD forms were too coercive in
that manner. The second big issue right now before the Leg is gonna impact actually
the Maui Police Department, more so, is mandatory testing of all the sex assault rape
kits and where, that's a big factor that's going on. And the third would be a proposed
Constitution amendment for victim rights. I have opposed that because we have
Chapter 801D and Maui County Prosecutors Office through the Victim/Witness
Division has complied with the Bill of Rights the victim, of victims of crimes under that
Chapter. And so I did not see a need to incorporate that into our Constitution, our
Hawaii State Constitution. It's the way it's read it could be...it doesn't distinguish
between felonies and misdemeanors so we would have to beef up our Victim/Witness
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section to inform all crime victims and that would also include, you know, everything
from shoplifting to assaults in the third degree, the whole gamut, and so that's an
issue. Other states have adopted it. I don't know if they go that far.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Well thank you for those comments, Mr. Kim. We appreciate it and
I would agree with you. Our Constitution is a guidance document, it shouldn't be the
document of statutes that couldn't make it through the legislative process so they
gonna try punt and make the electorate do their job. So I don't, wouldn't agree with
that either, but I appreciate you making comments about things that will potentially
impact you as well our Police Department. So under goal one, number one, is this
part of what you were talking to us in your earlier comment? And tell us so we're very
clear, what is a vertical prosecution method as it relates to sex assault and homicide
cases?
MR. KIM: On sex assault cases as well as homicide cases we like to keep our victim's
contacts with the Prosecutors Office at least to one attorney or a team of two attorneys
and so that they're not passed on from attorney to attorney and so they need to tell
their story over and over again. This is more so and very sensitive types of cases
that...so we have a vertical prosecution, they take it, they assist the Police in their
investigation and they take the cases from inception to the end.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So that's vertical.
MR. KIM: That's vertical. Horizontal would be if I would take a case, screen it, and then
pass it on to the next deputy.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. KIM: And that happens a lot in District Court as Councilman Guzman remembers. He
would screen a case and next thing you know he's done and then he would be, move
on to another district and another deputy would take over or he would actually have to
take cases from other deputies who screened them. And so that's vertical.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And...
MR. KIM: So we've basically try to keep this format with those highly sensitive cases.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Again, you know the more intimate factors that impact and have a
detei unnation on outcome better than we do, Mr. Kim. But tell me why you wouldn't
target as a goal, a greater percentage of cases convicted. You had an 84 actual in '15
and again we understand timing and snapshots of time for budgetary purposes. But
why would you not shoot for 84 percent or better for 2017? Are there factors that
we're not aware of that is driving this different number which is lower than your
previous success rate?
MR. KIM: We have had issues with trying to enhance penalties and recently we've had two
cases that is, have impacted that result so in order for us to enhance penalties in
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these types of cases or where there's mandatory minimum sentences by statute
imposed we now have to bifurcate our hearings. So if we have to go to grand jury, the
bifurcation means we present the facts of the case and then if they, if the grand jury
brings back a true bill then we also have to present the status of that defendant or
that accused so that we could have the enhanced sentencing. So at trial, we would
have to do the same thing. We would have to go to trial, prove the case beyond a
reasonable doubt. If the jury convicts, then we would go to them to say, okay, these
are of the facts and circumstances of the enhanced sentencing, we need you to find
beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant fits that profile or that status. Now we
have not had a bifurcated trial in Maui since that case law has come out. If anyone
has sat through a jury trial, especially a long trial involving either attempted murder
or murder or sex assault, by the time you're done with your verdict and then all of a
sudden you're now told you gotta come back...actually, if you actually see the faces on
the jurors and I've lived through that once and we just had to move on and not do the
second part.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well like I said, you are aware of the intricacies and finer details than
many of us so that is why we ask you the questions to give us comment to have a
better understanding of the challenges your division, your Department faces. The one
that was kind of interesting and I'm looking at it as far as your measurements on 592,
it's regarding your training, and I'm glad that you're trying to increase the amount of
employees that get trained annually. Tell us about how you directing your focus on
training. It is primarily for attorneys only or its part of more for your support staff
requirements or you've, what, decided that of all training half should be for attorneys,
half for support? I'm just trying to understand your approach in running your
Department, Mr. Kim
MR. KIM: Thank you, Mr. Chair. We primarily do 99.99 percent training for our attorneys.
They're the ones that are the face of the Department and it has to go to court, but the
people who do the most work are our support staff. Basically they get trained
everyday internally. We don't have...we have some County training that we can send
them to and I'll gladly do that and there's also training outside for our supervisors and
that we want to send them to. Most recently we had training on the mainland which
we wanted to send our super users in our records management system and for one
reason or the other they just didn't want to go. I don't know if they felt intimidated by
where the training was to be held or what the subject matter was but these are my
basic experts in the office and for them I wanted them to go to this training so that
anything that's proposed or new that they would know exactly what the company was
trying to sell and what we needed instead of sending me. The training was in Nevada,
Las Vegas and they just didn't want to go, so I...hopefully in future trainings there'll be
other places.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that, Mr. Kim. Members, I will ask you if you have
questions in the Administration program of the Department's request. Once we get
done with this then we will go to General Prosecution Division of the Department. So
again, if you have questions under Administration, please present them when I
recognize you. Mr. Guzman, any questions at this time?
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, sure. Thank you, Chair. Mr. Kim, thank you for being
here. It's good to know that there's four prosecutors in the DV unit. There was two
when I was there, me and Paredes handling the felonies and the misdemeanor. So
that was a time when Judge Bissen just got on board and we were facing him as the
new DV judge. But that's good that you have more attorneys in that division, though
it's a high burnout rate in that division. But getting to the Page 592, the continue to
provide annual training to all employees. I recall the, seeing the old policy, employee
policy procedure manual.
MR. KIM: The handbook?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: The handbook. And I recall it being like pictures of old time
unifoi ins and was wondering if that was updated yet.
MR. KIM: No.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So is there a way to get that going or do you need
additional monies to get a new policy handbook together for the employees? This is in
reference to continuing training for all employees. I think that would help. Is that
something that you can assign to clerk or any additional...
MR. KIM: Right now we would need an assistant for my Office Manager and with all of the
different tasks that she's been performing so, yeah, we could use a second person. We
are facing some retirements, and so she basically puts it on herself to train all the
other employees and she has some assistance from the other supervisors. But, yeah,
that's been something we've been talking about, but right now, well see where the
budget takes us. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And this has been ongoing even before your time.
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And so I think just as a suggestion, Chair, I would hope that,
you would leave behind a great legacy to update that policy handbook.
MR. KIM: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And then that would be something that you would leave
behind. No other prosecutor prior to you has gotten to update that policy handbook,
so, or employee handbook, so I think that would be a great goal and could be part of
your budget next time around. In terms of Page 594, I'm looking at the rentals The
additional funding due to anticipated increase in office or rent but of 12,172. Is this
office.. .it's not the old courthouse that we own, what, is this the...what is this rental,
12,172?
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MR. KIM: The rental is for the 333 Well Street or the old Ueoka Building, where we have the
second floor. Ueoka, and Ueoka had that building way back when. So we...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Anticipated increase, what's the increase in the office?
MR. KIM: The increase would be the increase in rent basically as well as we also pay the
electricity for our half, and we anticipate that also -COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. KIM: --going up unless the oil prices stay the same.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So, Chair, that's on 594, so that's...okay. I don't have any
more.
MR. KIM: That...what occupies that space is the Victim/Witness Center where we send our
child victims as well as our other victims to be prepped for trial or presentation of
cases. We also house not only the Victim /Witness counselors but three investigators.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Oh, that's good to know. What do they use the safe
downstairs for now?
MR. KIM: No, no. That downstairs is being used by the explorers, children explorers.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: What...
MR. KIM: The safe you may be talking about is the one in the Prosecutor's Office.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, right.
MR. KIM: We have two safes. So one is was like a female lounge or a lounge for the support
staff. We ran out of filing space so now it's four filing cabinets in there.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh.
MR. KIM: But we also, we still have space for them there.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: 'Cause that's where we used to interview the children in the...
MR. KIM: Right. But that was a little bit too claustrophobic.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. KIM: We had help from the Children's Justice Center and invite all the Councilmembers
over to view that. They did a great job in helping us furnish that center, the
Victim /Witness Center.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And that's on Wells Street now?
MR. KIM: That's on Wells Street.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Very good. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Victorino, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, not at this time. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Carroll, any questions? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Kim, why don't you give us comments on General
Prosecution Program.
MR. KIM: This is the meat of our office. We have approximately 30 attorneys with 2 grant
positions. One is a CCU positions, State mandated but as the Councilmembers know
underfunded by the State. We have to partially fund that position. CCU stands for
Career Criminal Unit or Career Criminal Program that we have. The second position
that's grant funded by the Byrnes Grant which runs out this year is for drug
prosecutor to screen cases, screen drug cases and prosecute drug cases and that's by
and large the most number of cases that's coming out from the Police Department
from Patrol to Vice Division, and the rest is general prosecution of all other crimes.
We have three attorneys per courtroom; we have four courtrooms in a team. Actually
courtroom one, two, and three has three attorneys, a team leader who's been
designated as the career criminal prosecutor. One funded by the State partially and
the rest are funded by the County and then there's one attorney in each of the
courtrooms, four courtrooms designated as a drug attorney belonging to the drug
team. The overview, overall, there's one supervisor who handles the high-profile cases
as well as homicides. And so we have one...in the courtroom four, the fourth
courtroom, like I said, we have four attorneys handling domestic violence cases and
jury trial demands. We have one Family Court attorney who does the juvenile
prosecution, that was Councilman Guzman's partner Brandon Paredes, Iliahi, and
then we have five attorneys assigned to the District Court Division which prosecute
traffic offenses as well as criminal offenses in all the districts including Hana, Lanai,
Molokai, Lahaina, and Wailuku. And we have an Appellate Division who, made up of
three attorneys who handles not only appeals but also asset forfeitures. And so we try
to keep that separate from the prosecution so that there's no allegations that we're
only prosecuting people who have these assets so that we can cease, we keep that
separate. And that's a general description of...oh, I'm sorry, two dedicated sex
assaults attorneys who are also housed down at Wells Street, the Ueoka Building, and
they screen and present the child sex assault cases as well as the adult sex assault
cases.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you tell us what is the percentage of going to trial and getting a
verdict versus settlement?
MR. KIM: I believe we try to settle 90 percent of our cases and there's like 10 percent that
actually go to trial. We've had less trials when the Drug Court program started back
in the '90s, got up and running when we diverted a lot of the defendants who were
nonviolent, who had a drug addiction, were committing crimes. Lots of them we didn't
catch them for drugs, we caught them for property crimes, and so they were diverted
into that program and we've not had as many trials as, at least percentage wise as
other county prosecutors.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So that means you're more than likely, like some of our friends at the
State Legislature, with that kind of settlement it doesn't appear on the record?
MR. KIM: When you say that, it does, I mean, we settle our cases, we try to divert as many
as we can so that we don't crowd our prisons. And that has become an issue, prison
overcrowding.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, I understand that, Mr. Kim But you wanna do the crime, be ready
to do the time, 'cause I don't have that much sympathy for breaking the law. I'm
gonna ask Members for questions under General Prosecution, if you have any
questions regarding goals and objective, now's the time to ask it. Mr. Carroll, any
questions on goals and objectives? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh no. We're finishing, we're concluding the goals and
objectives?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Of General Prosecution yeah, which is on 595 forward.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So are we now going into the details of it or?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I just gonna ask if you have questions in this area at this time for this
round.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, yes, I do.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, please . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you. You mentioned the different type of decisions
that you have within the Prosecutor's Office. I wasn't, I guess, clear how many felony
screeners, screening attorneys here?
MR. KIM: Oh, I'm sorry. Yeah, we have five.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, Five.
MR. KIM: I believe five.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So...
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So on the five felony screening attorneys, what is the
case load now? Is it...are you guys at par? Have you...`cause I know that there was
some backlog prior to and last year so was that taken care of? Are you guys up to
taking care of all that backlog that was indicated?
MR. KIM: We really don't have a backlog that we had prior. Most of the backlog was in the
drug cases. I've asked them to look at back three years to see where they are with
those cases. Basically, they're done, we're waiting...what happens is now because of
the information charging which came about a while ago, we depend on our Police
Department to be a little more akamai and they have to do their declarations. We
assist them in that manner, we send them out by e-mail or by slow mail. We have the
officers review them and sign them, they come in, and then we have the judges in
District Court do, review those cases. So we've been able to move those cases along
fairly quickly, especially the cases that are just coming in to our office, that initially we
have a suspect and we can go after them. A lot of the cases what, that MPD, the Maui
Police Department have in the Criminal Division is you come home, your house is
ransacked, there's no suspects, and we have to develop leads or they have to develop
leads, and those cases sit for a while with them. But by and large once they get a
suspect we can move them along.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So aside from felony screening, what about your other
divisions? Are they basically up to speed on their backlogs?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So, Chair, if could possibly...I know that they have the
counts in each division on the different backlog cases. Can I get a count on the
current backlog numbers?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We'll ask...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: And it's easily done. It's...I forget what the system is but...
MR. KIM: JustWare
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: JustWare, yes, JustWare, you can print those out.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I'd just like, would like to compare this year to last year's.
And additionally the one added attorney that you're requesting for on 598, is that the
same...
CHAIR HOKAMA: We're gonna hit that shortly -COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, okay. Sony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I will wait. Sony.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair. I will, I'll yield at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: My colleague is doing an excellent job asking all the
questions so I really don't...by the time it gets to me after he gets through nothing
needs to be said any further. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Anything specific you want to highlight in General
Prosecution, Mr. Kim?
MR. KIM: No, other than that we did make that, the milestone in the number of cases that
we're prosecuting. As well as been able to assist the Police Department in some major
investigations.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You mentioned in, I guess, I think one of your responses to Mr. Guzman, I
believe it was, regarding the drug component of your Department or cases and let's
see, is that part of the area of your Deputy Attorney's request? Is that for which
program area?
MR. KIM: Oh, no. The Deputy that we're requesting, the one position would be in District
Court.
CHAIR HOKAMA: For District Court. Okay. Anyway, my thing is I would hope you would
consider sending comment at the Leg that part of the revenues the State will receive
for dispensary of marijuana licenses. That some of that revenue be sent to the county
to assist us in the prosecution of drug-related cases. Is that something you folks are
willing to consider and do?
MR. KIM: Yes. If that passes, once the dispensaries, licenses are issued and monies are
being collected we will be asking for monies for enforcement on what we've seen in
other jurisdictions is the increase in not only social services but the prosecution of
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operating under the influence of intoxicants and one of them would be marijuana. We
have an issue with that. We don't have a State lab. We don't have a County lab to
test the blood of a suspected individual who's operating a vehicle under the influence
of marijuana. That has to be sent, not only to Honolulu, but they send it off to the
mainland for analysis and that would mean bringing back or if we have to go trial
bringing them from the mainland to Maui to testify, and that's an expensive
proposition.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
MR. KIM: We estimate that at least just for the expert testimonies to be anywhere from 4,000
to $5,000 per witness.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. I would ask you to consider that as potentially one future potential
source of some revenue for your specific program needs. You know, I'm assuming if
the State does it correctly it'll be a seven-digit revenue source. So there's money that I
would think would be available on the enforcement side as well as hopefully education
side. Before I ask the Members for questions under operations of General Prosecution,
one question I want to ask you if you feel to respond, Mr. Kim, as our prosecutor, is
this issue we've brought forth a few times with our first responder departments,
especially Fire with Ocean Safety. Your Department has any policy position or
comments regarding the use of medical marijuana on the job for County employees,
especially if they're operating equipment?
MR. KIM: Yeah. We have a drug-free policy. Also our probationers are not supposed to be
on drugs or alcohol and so that needs to be enforced. As I understand it when
Narcotics Enforcement Division from Public Safety first had the oversight over medical
marijuana, they wanted it to be limited to patients suffering from specific diseases as
well as diagnoses. The Leg decided to water that down to anybody in chronic pain and
so that opened up the doors to a lot of different patients which our courts have taken
a very keen look at to decide whether or not they're truly suffering. So we've had some
judges require the physician to come in and on the record to testify that, yeah, I've
examined this patient and this patient does have chronic pain such that they needed
marijuana instead of some other pain medication.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, we've heard the word, teini used debilitating pain or
debilitating physical needs, whereby that's why they need this particular medication, if
we can use that word, or dose of a substance to deal with a specific debilitating issue.
And that's what the term we've heard in some of our discussions, and so when if it's
that debilitating, why we allowing our employees to operate under the influence?
MR. KIM: That's the same argument we use in the courts when our probationer wants or
has applied for a medical marijuana card and is in debilitating pain. They owe
restitution, they ordered to either go to school or get a job, and when the courts have
looked at the background of these defendants, says look, if you're in such pain,
debilitating pain, how can you even function on a day-to-day basis to even get your
education or to go to a job to work, and how are you gonna get there, how are you able
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to operate a motor vehicle. And so those are the types of questions that we ask the
court to ask to get a straight answer, and by and large, the courts have been denying
these probationers their medical marijuana cards as a condition of the probation to
actually allow them to smoke marijuana. And so we question the value or the need for
that type because if you go to a doctor, you get your tooth extracted, your leg broken,
and they give you pain medication on the bottle it says, do not operate and so, you
know, we can see what's going on and we don't, we put their feet to the fire. And so...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Unless the court is willing to accept liability on the County's behalf and
have the State pay for claims and settlements since...
MR. KIM: That might be for Corporation Counsel with respect to Workers' Compensation.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Since the judge, if the judge is making that ruling.
MR. KIM: Well the judge will make a ruling whether or not they will allow a probationer to
have marijuana or to smoke marijuana. The noimal condition is no illicit drugs or
alcohol and only prescribed drugs, and you gotta come up with a prescription from
your probation officer. There is a, we've had two or three years ago in Kalama Park, a
operation with respect to people selling Oxycodone pain pills in that park and our drug
unit was able to shut that down in conjunction with MPD, Maui Police Department.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Victorino, questions in operations if you have any
at this time"?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: We're in the operations side, yeah. Okay. No, pretty flat all
around. No, no questions, Mr. Chair, at this time Thank you.
Mr. Carroll, any questions at this time, General Prosecution?
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, actually, I'm sorry, I kinda had a question about
how...and this is, oh, actually it's a goal for them so I'll wait for goals.
CHAIR HOKAMA: No, you can bring it up now.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Why don't you bring it up now.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: It's goal four, one, item one.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you give Mr. Kim a reference page please.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, sorry, 596.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And I'm just curious how you folks go about making the
crime rate drop down -CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Kim?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --by doing trainings.
MR. KIM: We do training, maybe we should say education. We had a Victim Witness
Counselor whose primary job was to do violence, dating violence, domestic violence
training in our schools. And you heard from the Department of Liquor Control, the
University of Maui has a program that they're pushing forward with safe bars and
that's an educational program that we want to try to prevent sex assaults from overly
served or intoxicated patrons at a bar. Sometimes they feel like they're drugged, but
through our training we fmd out that the alcohol blackout syndrome is equally as
debilitating as someone who has had GHB or GBH [sic] poured in their drink and so...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Kim, I know you deal with this a little more regular than us so can you
help us with those acronyms.
MR. KIM: GBH [sic] or GHB, I'm sorry, that acronym is a chemical folinula and basically
yeah, I can't pronounce all words.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So it's a amphetamine type of thing?
MR. KIM: No, I'm sorry. It's more like a sedative, it knocks you out. But you appear as, I've
been, what I've learned is the victim appears to be in an alcohol induced state or
drunk and what happens is they appear to be consensual with respect to if there's a
sex act that goes on, but the victim will not remember anything that happened,
nothing at all. And that, it also happens when there's an alcohol blackout period
where the victim is totally intoxicated, eyes are open, but nothing's registering and
they don't remember what happened until afterwards. And so we've seen videos where
people have used eye droppers to drop it in patrons' drinks when they're not even
looking or they could be sitting right next to each other and you turn your head, two
drops, and it's done, or they just keep buying you drinks until you're drunk out of
your mind. And so we want to partner with some of these bars as well as the
bartenders and the managers so that they can spot what's going on, they're more in
control. The other thing is the violence in schools or dating violence and that sort of
thing. I believe the philosophy is to get to them while they're teenagers to teach them
more respect for each other, and to make sure that, you know, if it was your sister or
your cousin you wouldn't want them to be treated that same way so you don't treat
others in that manner.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah. Thank you Chair. And has your Department try to
partner in of sorts with Liquor Control, who we just had a little earlier. I mean, 'cause
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it's sounding like a lot of crimes and things are committed under the influence such as
alcohol too though or in the bar scene.
MR. KIM: Oh, that was the University of Hawaii Maui program. Traci Villarosa the Deputy
Director of Liquor Control has approached our office to ask us to assist and participate
in training in that program. The cost will be borne by UH Maui. The only cost that we
would incur is if there was any overtime if they do it at night for our Victim Witness
Counselors if we assign them to that task. I'm thinking more like assigning my
deputies to that task because they don't get overtime
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Well there you go. Sounds like a good program to be
affiliated with.
MR. KIM: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Anything to help, you know, curb the tide of crime and what
have you. So thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Mr. Kim, before I ask Mr. Couch for his question. Your
response to Ms. Cochran, and we appreciate you working with the licensees and
whatnot because we were just told about the policy against over serving. And you
know licensees are, can be cited for over serving.
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, you know, but again we understand there's things that happen in
certain situations out of the control of the licensee, especially if it's another customer
trying to drug another customer.
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So saying that, is this part of the evolution of those rave parties and those
farm parties and now it's into establishments? And instead of being out in the cane
fields since there are not gonna be any more cane field to hide into rave parties or
farm parties, is this the next evolution and they going back to establishments for this
type of activities?
MR. KIM: We've seen this type of behavior throughout the history of liquor establishments.
It's just that we've become more aware of the techniques being used on victims by
predators. And so because we get more educated, we need to educate the public and
patrons to be more aware of their surroundings and what's happening. You know, I
guess, when we grew up in the '70s and '80s that was unheard of but...'60s for some
of us, but yeah. And so that's the other part where we want to hit our preteens and
our teenagers to educate them to have more respect for each other.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So, Mr. Couch, you have a question for Mr. Kim at this time?
Mr. Guzman, a question for Mr. Kim at this time'?
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COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yes. Thank you. I was looking at the new position, at the
Deputy Prosecutor for the District Court.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Ninety-four thousand, two-ninety-five, and this is based on
the scale. Is...how do you come up with a 94,295 for a line deputy in District Court?
MR. KIM: That was eight months' worth of salary. The top would be 113 -COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah.
MR. KIM: --and change, and but that's eight months' worth. I can either start off a deputy
at the, fresh out of law school or I can get one who's experienced and can assist us
immediately and doing that. We've have rotations in our Department where we've had
deputies that actually make more money than their supervisor. We had an appellate
attorney assigned to that division to assist them to make sure that, you know, we
don't want to be inundated with appeals just from the District Court level. And so if
they learn their basics, learn and keep up with the case law that's coming out
especially in cases like speeding and operating under the influence, we can avoid
those situations. And she's done an excellent job in doing so. And so we try to get so
that we can get the quality attorneys. The philosophy behind District Court is to train
deputies who haven't had a, criminal prosecution backgrounds. If we can get them in
there and trained, what I want to do is get them to be able to hold down District Court,
relieve one deputy to assist a felony deputy who's going to trial so that they can get the
felony jury, the jury trial experience instead of being stuck in District Court doing 125
cases every week and it comes in everyday as you know.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right.
MR. KIM: I just asked our supervisor what's your case load at this point. They get 25 cases
each to screen, that's five deputies, and so...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: No, the only reason why I'm asking is that you're indicating
94,295 for your additional deputy -MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --and then Corporation Counsel came in last week asking for
3 new deputies and he requested under 2-5 for each of the deputies in Corporation
Counsel, 75,436. So, you know, there's...
MR. KIM: Different styles of management.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, different styles of management, I assume. The other
question I have is also Corporation Counsel has listed all of their deputies at 113,000
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and same with your deputies, all of them are at 113,000 but that's not what they're
actually being paid.
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So what do you do with the difference when you're asking for
the higher amount in the budget? Okay, like for example, let's just take PA-002 on
Page 16-9 as an example, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, amount at 113,000, same
with everyone else, but PA-002 is actually being paid 56,000 or 80,000 based on the
scale, whatever scale that person is on, you know, according to the years of practice.
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So what do you do with the difference? Because you're asking
for...I don't know what exactly that person's exact pay right now -MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So whatever the difference is what happens to it?
MR. KIM: Just to inform you, there was a time when my Department did not pay overtime to
our support staff and because it was budget, all that money comes out of the A
Account for operations and so my support staff is getting paid overtime and they need
it.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So then do you transfer the money to overtime?
MR. KIM: Well it is, yeah, I don't have an overtime budget per se.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. So that being said, wouldn't it make more sense if
you're gonna ask for an additional deputy is to ask for additional clerks? Because I
know once you add in deputy there's, the support staff that's just more work that's
gotta go into moving the whole division depending on which division that person is
placed in. It just, it's one more turning engine that needs the support staff, so, you
know, I'm not sure when was the last time you asked for additional clerks but...
MR. KIM: The work product has changed in that division. We've had the prosecutors, the
deputies assigned to that division doing more of the work, actually doing the reviews,
running through the various background checks and whatnot. We're having them
actually type up the complaints and making sure...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: The prosecutors are typing.
MR. KIM: I type up my own complaints.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Ho, shoots.
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MR. KIM: I'm trying to get them to do that and I have the secretaries proofread it. They type
their own memos, they type their own motions, the secretaries proofread it and file it
because it's all electronic now. The secretaries are not walking over. And our District
Court secretary staff has trained, by my Office Manager to do the electronic filing.
We're probably at the forefront of the electronic filing in all the circuit courts.
Honolulu has refused because they just inundate the courts with all their cases, but
we've been able to work with our Circuit Court to actually get that program up and
running on electronic filing. The discovery now is gonna, at least in Circuit Court is
we're gonna to e-discovery with respect to making it digital, digitize it instead of
photocopying those things. And so my deputies are doing more work, more of that
type of work. And so we...I understand the need for the secretaries and the support
staff but budget being what it is we see how it works.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Well I would be in favor of using the additional monies that,
you know, that aren't really accurately reflected in the budget to pay the deputies and
use that money to hire more clerks, you know, I would be supportive of that. I don't
know about my other colleagues but that's where I would place my apples. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Kim, how many District Court attorneys you currently
have?
MR. KIM: I have five. That includes the supervisor.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. KIM: He's a working supervisor.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. On Page 16-14, Mr. Kim...oh, I take that back, 16-16, professional
services, you asking to double your funding. Help us understand this increase in
forensic fees.
MR. KIM: We no longer have a medical examiner or, Dr. Harle had moved to the Big Island,
with respect to autopsies. We gonna have to bring her back to testify. Furtheimore,
for any cases that involved drug testing, that goes to Honolulu because we don't, the
Police does not have a forensic chemist to testify. Secondly and thirdly, I would say
the cost of bringing somebody from Honolulu to testify for all our OUI cases where
they've selected a blood test instead of a breath test and that's at least $2,000 every
time we bring in the toxicologist from Honolulu. If we had a blood test that needed to
be analyzed for drugs that would mean a witness from the mainland and that would
be approximately 4,000 to $5,000. The lab in Honolulu was not recertified or they
chose not to be certified because it was bought up by a bigger lab for forensic blood
testing for drugs. And so that's increased our cost if we have to go to trial and that if
we have either manslaughter or vehicle homicide cases and we have to bring in those
witnesses it's gonna cost us, cost the Department money with these experts.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: So your forensic requirements currently, the County hires one provider or
dependent upon the case we pay on a case-by-case basis to a variety of providers?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So which one is the option the County currently uses?
MR. KIM: MPD generally goes through Clinical Laboratories for our -CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. KIM: --forensic blood testing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. KIM: And if they can't do it, then they tell us which lab to send it to in the mainland.
There's two, I believe, one in California and one in Pennsylvania. We've yet to use the
Pennsylvania lab.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So either Clinical Labs in Hawaii or it is shipped out of State?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: 'Cause I don't remember this when we were fortunate to have still yet with
us Dr. Manoukian
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: 'Cause Dr. Manoukian resided here.
MR. KIM: And as well as Dr. Harle who took Dr. Manoukian's place.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Right. And now we have no one on island residing to take care of those
specific needs?
MR. KIM: That's correct. So the medical examiner or the forensic, I forget what they're called
now...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So everyone is clear, and including the community, the Police Chief
is the official coroner of the County?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The medical examiner which is not the coroner is a licensed physician and
in the past it was people such as the late Dr. Manoukian, Dr. -MR. KIM: Harle.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --Harle as you mentioned, those would be medical examiner.
MR. KIM: I...they're actually forensic pathologists who have to be board certified as
pathologists and so they become, they step in the shoes of a medical examiner
appointed by the coroner. Now any county with a population of over 500,000, they
have to have a medical examiner on board -CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MR. KIM: --and so that's the City and County of Honolulu. And in the old days that was
Dr. Alvin Omori and then after him was Dr. Gunatilake and I don't know who it is
now. When we lost Dr. Manoukian, we were supported by Honolulu by having our
autopsies done by Dr. Omori who retired and Dr. Gunatilake and then we found
Dr. Harle. Dr. Harle was hired in Manoukian's place and she was working here for a
while and then, I guess, she got a better offer in the Big Island and so she moved.
Prior to that, there was no law that stated you needed a forensic pathologist to perfoi
these autopsies. And so Dr. Haling used to do that. And Dr. Haling was also the
physician who did all the medical exams for the Police Department. But once that law
changed with respect to having a forensic pathologist, then we had to find a
pathologist who's willing to move to Maui.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So as we understand it I guess, per exam you looking between
depending on the specific details between what 2,000 and 5,000 per exam depending
on the severity and intricacies of the case?
MR. KIM: We're just talking about the testimony of a toxicologist as opposed to a forensic
pathologist. I think the forensic pathologist, the cost would be the same, would stay...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Around 2,000?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Is this also why you're asking us for more money in your
transportation object code? This is also to mitigate the cost of your forensic
requirements?
MR. KIM: No, that's for our conflict cases where we've been asked to prosecute defendants in
Kauai, Big Island, and as well as City and County of Honolulu. And also for our...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Explain that, when you go and do work in those sister counties.
MR. KIM: Yes, or when we bring them to do work here.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So...
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MR. KIM: If we have a conflict, say one of my deputies becomes a victim of a break in of a
car or something like that, we need to pay the cost of the prosecutors assigned by the
attorney general to come and prosecute those case as a conflict.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We pay for that?
MR. KIM: We pay for it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Our County?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So if it was reverse and Kauai needs a Maui deputy from you, Kauai would
pay for that?
MR. KIM: They're supposed to pay for it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. Members, questions under operations, General Prosecution?
Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No. Are we gonna talk about grant stuff?
CHAIR HOKAMA: We're gonna hit grant after operations.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Yeah, no. Not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch? Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I think it goes in this section. But just briefly, Mr. Kim, can
you explain, there was some advertisements on the radio on some of the attorneys that
were advertising due to a Supreme Court case the Intoxilyzer implementation is...was
found to be unconstitutional. Was that the result of MPD or the Prosecutor's Office? I
know that the Prosecutor's Office does educate and advise MPD on various procedures
to make sure that it stays within the parameters of the Constitution. So I'm not sure
if that is something that we can discuss on the floor or that is the result of anything, I
guess, and what I'm trying to find out is an explanation as to -MR. KIM: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --what that was all about.
MR. KIM: That is State versus Won that came out that said that the warnings that a person
received in the City and County of Honolulu about being suspected under the
influence of an intoxicant that they were to choose whether or not they would submit
to a blood or breath test. Their form, their A form also said, look, if you refuse you will
be subjected to a petty misdemeanor prosecution for refusing. Our MPD form was
changed prior to that, and then as soon as that case came out we tweaked the forms,
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so MPD always had a form B that only threatened...we actually took it out, not to
threaten any prosecution. Initially in 2010 or '11...2010 is when it passed, 2011 when
it came in as law. That was 291E-68 that said if you were suspected of operating a
vehicle under the influence and you refused a blood or breath test under the implied
consent law, then you can be prosecuted for a petty misdemeanor. I spoke out and
our office spoke out said this was unconstitutional. It is too coercive and the Supreme
Court ruled last year or the beginning of this year that, yeah, that's coercive. Now
we've had motions filed in Maui in the District Court of the Second Circuit saying look
my client knew about the law, even though our Maui forms are not coercive, the
judges didn't buy into that. So we were able to sidestep that issue at this point -COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. KIM: --however, that law still exists and we don't need that law. We still have the
implied consent and the ADLRO, which is the Administrative Driver's License
Revocation Office. So if you're suspected and they find that there's probable cause
that you were under the influence they can revoke your license for a year just based
on the police report. So that still does not address the issue as to the complexity of
the DUI cases at this point as well as the speeding cases, because the evidence is
dependent upon a measuring device, a machine they call it, or an instrument.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So I take it that the cases that are affected by that ruling or
decision aren't as numerous as they are in Honolulu?
MR. KIM: Honolulu...
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: It's not an impact in our County.
MR. KIM: Yeah. It impacted Honolulu and I don't know if it greatly impact Kauai or Big
Island, Hawaii County.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay.
MR. KIM: But Maui County, 'cause of our team in District Court we're able to avoid that
issue.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay. Good, good, good. I just didn't want all those that
were already convicted or at least pending trial that could say, you know, look we're all
scot-free. So very good. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. None at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Let's see, operations...let's go hit grant revenue. You can just go to
the Details also. Ms. Cochran, you had a question for Mr. Kim?
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. And just looking down the line at what were
deleted and the ones that, you know, have huge drops or actually and, you know,
higher yields and the funding totals. So the two that have dropped to zeroes in
particular they seem to be quite substantial type programs. So how's that gonna
affect us all? Is it...because they're minused out, it doesn't break down what the
description is of those two programs, Criminal Justice Information Systems program
and then Justice Reinvestment Initiative Program.
MR. KIM: Yeah, the Criminal Justice Information Program, Information Systems Program,
we hired an analyst to assist us in upgrading our records management system so that
we could electronically speak with not only the State but the Maui Police Department.
That...because of the philosophy of our County that position was moved to IT and so
IT has taken over that position. She now works under IT assigned to our office as well
as other departments. And so that was the .2 position that was given over, the drop in
E/Ps for our Department, and as you recall last budget, we moved 51,000 into the IT
The Justice Reinvestment Initiative Program that was
account for them.
Governor Abercrombie's platform. We got two additional Victim Witness Counselors
when they were addressing the fact that we should not, no longer have probation for
five years but four years is just about right. We have too much prison overcrowding
and the sentences should not be mandatory, they should be given a discretion, more
discretion to the judges and not to the Hawaii Paroling Authority. That hasn't
happened, but as part of this reinvestment and trying to get these prisoners
programmed and out, Maui County stood up at that committee hearing and said, look,
in order to have these prisoners rehabilitated and make themselves feel whole they
should pay restitution back to our victims. And we need Victim Witness Counselors to
keep track of that 'cause right now most of our efforts go to violent crimes and not to
victims of property crimes. And so we had these two positions and they were to track
any and all property crime victims and making sure that they got the restitution
orders, freestanding restitution orders. And they were to assist or counsel the victims
on how to turn those restitution orders into civil judgment so it would last ten years
just in case that the defendant came into money and so they could grab that as a civil
judgment. But that program was delayed in the Governor releasing those funds and
so that's what you see, we're on the tail end and that money ran out.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So no longer then, those two bodies that were tracking these
kind of things are no longer...
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: That's too bad.
MR. KIM: We lost that grant funding and that's one of the reasons why it's real difficult for
me to try to hire under grants -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
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MR. KIM: --unless I can convince the County to make room or actually start to fund those
positions. And the County Council has in the past done that. We have, we used to
have three career criminal prosecutors and slowly but surely the funding got cut but
the Council saw fit that we needed to have a career criminal prosecutor's unit and
they've actually taken up two positions.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Yeah. Thank you. I just, you know, wanted to know
what those meant and how it affects our work moving forward.
MR. KIM: One result is we got Victim Witness Counselors who know how to track restitution
and so, you know, we've learned that part -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: From the program.
MR. KIM: --of that program and so we can pass that on.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, that's good then.
MR. KIM: We just have to work harder.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And you said it's for property type crimes?
MR. KIM: That's what we wanted because our efforts before the JRI was to focus on our
violent crime victims They needed the most services.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But I mean as in restitution that was trying to recoup
restitution back to the victims?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Were arson cases involved in that?
MR. KIM: I'm thinking of one arson case and that was the HC86S and so I believe that there
was like 50,000 or $60,000 awarded.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Interesting. Okay. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Couch? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: No.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Guzman?
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: No. No thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. None at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: If you can answer this today, great; if not, you can send us the
information, Mr. Kim. But this is for all grant revenue programs. Two questions, is
your grant amount sufficient to cover your salaries and fringes for each position
requested? And second, are any grant funded programs subsidized by the County
General Fund?
MR. KIM: All our grants at this time except for one can cover the salaries of all the positions
that they fund. That one program is the Career Criminal Program. It's only partially
covers the salary and benefits and we have to supplement that and so we fund one
position.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Completely or a portion?
MR. KIM: We fund partially. The State grant covers part of it. They cover the majority.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Of the cost?
MR. KIM: Of the cost.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So you would say, what, 60 percent of your cost the State covers?
MR. KIM: I believe it's like more like 75.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Seventy, seventy-five percent?
MR. KIM: That's correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. KIM: We're not in the position of some of the other counties where they've actually had
permanent positions used by the Career Criminal Program. And so when the JAG
grant starts to get from 6 million to, now, 2 million they're hurting but our Council in
the past saw fit to adopt the program and make it part of the Department which we're
really glad that the Council saw fit to do that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Are there any questions from the Members to Mr. Kim?
Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And the...I missed the...this is part of the
Department summary on 591 that...sorry I missed, went over it, and it's in regards to
the establishment of the Environmental Court and, I guess, the status as in it states, a
working group, a report will be done or implemented, 591, external factors description,
at the top of the page. And so just where's, what's the status on this, and is it being
utilized? Or how...
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MR. KIM: At this point the, I believe, Judge Cardoza has set up an Environmental Court
both in district...having District Court judges run that at this point and that would be
the Department of Land and Natural Resources violations. And so I guess, we gotta
get on District Court supervisor and/or the staff to get those numbers for you, for the
Council.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Yeah.
MR. KIM: Yeah so they should remain the same, so far. We haven't seen a real great
increase in those cases.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Well thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any other questions for Mr. Kim, Members? Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I'm not sure, but are you...this is from Details and I'm sorry
I stepped out for a bit. For Page 16-7, you may have asked.
CHAIR HOKAMA: What is your question, Ms. Crivello?
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I just wanted to know what their anticipated increase for
office rent. So are you renting outside of that particular building? Your rentals are...
MR. KIM: Yes, ma'am. We were in the old Ueoka Building. We actually built a Victim
Witness Center.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Oh, okay.
MR. KIM: And that's where it is.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: All right. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any other questions for Mr. Kim, Members? Having none, Mr. Ki
any closing comments you wish to share?
MR. KIM: No. I'd like to thank the Council and this Committee for supporting our
Department.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much for your presence this afternoon. Members,
being no further requirements for the day, we are going to adjourn. We do have a
six o'clock in South Maui to receive their comments on the Mayor's Proposed Budget.
And then tomorrow, Michele, why don't you inform the Members what we'll be
covering before the West Maui District meeting.
MS. YOSHIMURA: Tomorrow will be the Department of Environmental Management and
Civil Defense.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We got a heavy department tomorrow and then Environmental
Management. Okay, any questions, Members? If not, this meeting is adjourned.
. . .(gavel). . .
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

ADJOURN: 3:44 p.m.

APPROVED:

RIKI HOKAMA, Chair
Budget and Finance Committee
Transcribed by: Michelle Balala
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